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ABSTRACT  
   
This dissertation discusses how Twitter may function not only as a tool for 
planning public protest, but also as a discursive site, albeit a virtual one, for staging 
protest itself. Much debate exists on the value and extent that Twitter (and other social 
media or social networking sites) can contribute to successful activism for social justice. 
Previously, scholars' assessments of online activism have tended to turn on a simple 
binary: either the activity enjoyed complete success for a social movement (for instance, 
during the Arab Spring an overthrow of a regime) or else the campaign was designated as 
a failure. In my dissertation, I examine a Twitter public-relations campaign organized by 
the New York Police Department using the hashtag #MyNYPD. The campaign asked 
citizens to tweet pictures of themselves with police officers, and the public did, just not in 
the way the police department envisioned. Instead of positive photos with the police, the 
public organized online to share pictures of police brutality and harassment. I collected 
six months of tweets using #MyNYPD, and then analyzed protestors' rhetorical work 
through three lenses: rhetorical analysis, analysis of literacy practices, and social network 
analysis. These analyses show, first, the complex rhetorical work required to appropriate 
the police department's public-service campaign for purposes that subverted its original 
intent; second, the wide range of literacy practices required to mobilize and to sustain 
public attention on data exposing police abuse; and third, the networked activity 
constituting the protest online. Together, these analyses show the important work 
achieved within this social justice campaign beyond the binary definition of successful 
activism. This project shows that by increasing our analytical repertoires for studying 
digital rhetoric and writing, scholars can more accurately acknowledge what it takes for 
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participants to share experiential knowledge, to construct new knowledge, and to 
mobilize connections when engaging online in public protest. 
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CHAPTER 1 
FRAMING A STUDY OF #MYNYPD - AN INTRODUCTION TO ONLINE 
ACTIVISM 
 
 This chapter develops the framework for a case study of a protest that moved 
from a physical location to a virtual space through the public’s subversive response to a 
public relations campaign by the New York City Police Department (NYPD). To ask how 
this happened is not only to consider what counts as successful online activism, but also 
to identify methods for recognizing and assessing the relative success of such an effort. A 
successful online protest must persist over the lifecycle of the controversy it seeks to 
bring into the public eye (Crick and Gabriel, 2012). To explain what this meant for 
#MyNYPD, in this chapter first, I discuss the work within a protest that is not always 
visible, as it is complex work that provides the foundation of activism. Next, I detail the 
key concepts that inform this study, as well as preview the methods I use to conduct it. 
Then, I explain the incident that started the protest; and finally, I present an overview of 
the chapters within this dissertation. 
 
Problem Driving this Study 
What is social activism? The definition relies on understanding the actual work 
necessary to start, mobilize, and sustain a protest in the public arena. Too often protests 
are undertaken through a limited plan of obstructionism, which undoubtedly may achieve 
results as Saul Alinksy has proven through the years, but ignores protests of more 
complex components and strategies. Additionally, conventional historical accounts of 
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many protests, particularly in the past, too often reified prominent individuals and 
ignored those in the trenches whose work made these protests possible. Charles Payne 
(2007) has made this point in relation to the United States’ 1960s civil rights movement. 
He contends that too often historians have documented crowded public events attended 
by well-known public leaders, while the role of the everyday citizen has been neither 
studied nor remembered. Additionally, Payne (2007) remarks on the contributions 
women offered, but beyond Rosa Parks and Coretta King, they are forgotten; Payne 
writes, “That so few women are remembered is ironic, to understate it” (p. 266).  In large 
part, then, the problem this study addresses is a methodological one. While accounts of 
street protests of the past may have only documented certain major participants, the 
affordances of social media allow the work of all those who participate in an online 
protest to be visible; furthermore, new tools afford digital analysis of these data. 
However, just how to make use of these tools is a question taken up in this study.  
Digital affordances (both for protesting and for studying the protest) allow 
scholars to study the complex rhetorical work and connections occurring within an online 
protest. One does not need to attend a protest to study or participate in the protest if it is 
online. Twitter, for example, provides affordances that are not available in a face-to-face 
protest, and this case study devises tools for explicating their significance. 
To frame this inquiry into the #MyNYPD protest, I next relate key concepts from 
scholarship from public spheres theory and from social media theory to my interest in 
activism. I use these concepts to introduce my study’s focus on digital literacies in order 
to provide a foundation for analyzing an online protest. Digital literacies play an 
important role within an online protest as a digital environment provides affordances 
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different from a physical face-to-face protest. The study, then, of public protest in digital 
space is a relatively novel contemporary project, as the format and concepts of protests 
have changed with the introduction and use of social media. Social media provides 
different means and affordances for protest, as well as different means of access to study 
online protests. The tools (including new computational computer software programs 
such as NodeXL and Gephi) available to study social media in many ways make the 
process easier, in regards to managing the amount and type of data available. 
Nonetheless, this increase in available data presents challenges as data must be collected, 
sorted, selected, and analyzed. The options present many difficult choices for analysts to 
make, without the company and wisdom of precedence. Determining what options and 
choices to select can be difficult in the quest to do justice, and make visible, the 
complexity of the work occurring within the online protest under study. This dissertation 
examines data from one online protest using three different methods (rhetorical analysis, 
literacy practices, and social network analysis) to show the complex rhetorical work 
required to appropriate and subvert a public relations campaign, the wide range of 
literacy practices required to mobilize and to sustain public attention within an online 
protest, and the networked activity constituting the protest online. 
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Key Disciplinary Concepts That Illuminate Significant Features  
of This Problem Space 
 
Concepts from Public Spheres Theory 
Just what it is that publics can be said to do is, in fact, a matter of considerable 
disciplinary debate. However, there are four concepts that illuminate the importance of 
how publics functions within activism: (1) the shared use of reason to deliberate 
“lifeworld disturbances,” (2) not the Public but multiple publics, (3) that publics circulate 
discourse, and (4) that publics coalesce around controversies to mobilize attention to 
those controversies. In The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Jurgen 
Habermas contends that as the Enlightenment-era public deliberated, its members shared 
“use of their reason” (p. 27). For decades, feminist philosophers and other scholars have 
debated Habermas’s enlightenment era version of deliberation (e.g., Benhabib; Fraser; 
Young). While scholars now promote more inclusive communicative models of both 
access and reasonability, this constellation of scholars does not question but that “the 
shared use of reason” is a hallmark of public life. The “shared use of reason” allows 
members of a public a range of ways of thinking about “the lifeworld disturbances” that 
call them together to hold state power in check; and they deliberate together regarding the 
best course of action. 
Jurgen Habermas’s idea of a single public sphere (1989) has been countered by 
many scholars (Fraser, 1999; Squires, 2002; Warner, 2002) who contend multiple public 
spheres exist in the form of counterpublics representing those not included in Habermas’ 
exclusionary public sphere, “...exclusions based on gender, property, and race” (Fraser, 
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1999, p.118). Catherine R. Squires (2002) states most of these counterpublics are 
“…composed mainly of ‘subaltern’ or what I will refer to as ‘marginalized’ groups” (p. 
446). As a result, the membership of many counterpublics relies on an individual’s 
identity. However, this membership based on identity can be viewed as problematic as it 
is a binary, which often allows for generalization and the lumping together of a category 
of people. Squires (2002) discusses the differences and problems within the Black Public 
Sphere as many Blacks, “…do not share the same class, gender, ethnic, or ideological 
standpoints” (p. 452), thus being Black, and having that identity marker does not always 
relate directly to group membership. Iris Marion Young (1997) argues this as well, but in 
relation to gender and the identity marker of being a woman (p. 35).  Seyla Benhabib 
(1999) argues that public sphere theory sets up a binary of a public and private sphere, 
with issues living in the private sphere mostly revolving around women, and the so-called 
“women’s work” of taking care of home and family. Nancy Fraser (1999) agrees that the 
exclusion of women or other marginalized groups limits the public sphere, which 
Benhabib (1992) states is one of the problems with the private sphere as no consideration 
is given to the different gender roles and the unequal distribution of power between the 
genders.  Additionally, Fraser believes there are other problems evident, including the 
bracketing of inequalities, and the lack of multiple different publics in deference to a 
single giant public. Activism relies on the formation of multiple different publics. If there 
were only one public sphere, in most cases activists would be excluded, as they would 
not be members of Habermas’s one public sphere. 
Publics also circulate discourse. There has been much debate amongst scholars as 
to what both publics and social media can accomplish. At their most fundamental 
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structure, both publics and social media are said to circulate discourse, and some scholars 
even argue that circulation is their only function and they can do no more than facilitate 
discourse through circulation. According to Michael Warner, deliberation and decision-
making are not capabilities of a public while Jurgen Habermas argues that publics exist 
for deliberation and the shared use of reasoning occurs through the public.  
However, in Publics and Counterpublics, Michael Warner (2002) contends that the idea 
of a public as a decision-making body that shares in reasoning in order to arrive at a 
decision is not merely a distorted understanding of public life, but “an extraordinary 
fiction” (p. 123). According to Warner, there is no reason to attribute to a public the 
capacity for shared reasoning if we understand publics not to be sites of decision making 
or deliberating, but that instead publics function as hubs that keep discourse moving. As 
Warner would have it, what a public can do is to circulate discourse. This claim forwards, 
for instance, images of publics as “postal systems” (Greene) and Ouija boards (Geisler; 
Lundburg & Gunn). While Warner and Habermas disagree, the ability of circulation 
plays an important role in distributing texts and allowing discourse to reach beyond 
specific publics. 
Publics also coalesce around controversies to mobilize attention to those 
controversies. Crick and Gabriel (2010) explain, “Controversies thus provide an ideal 
opportunity to explore the unique intersection of social tensions that have ethical and 
political consequences that may exceed those of traditional legislative discourse” (p. 
202). The abuse of state power is certainly a controversy that presents ethical and 
political consequences. Additionally, questions as to whether police force was justified or 
not brings social tensions to the forefront of civic life, including additional hashtag 
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movements such as #BlueLivesMatter and #BlackLivesMatter arguing opposing 
viewpoints on the topic. 
 
Concepts from Social Media Studies 
A similar scholarly debate exists as to what social media can accomplish in 
regards to a protest or online activism. In examining the affordances social media offers 
for activism there are two main divisions that underscore the debate: (1) how to define 
success and (2) what constitutes social media’s distinctive capabilities. When examining 
the role social media plays within a campaign for social justice or overthrowing a regime, 
too often the definition of what constitutes success is established by a binary of either 
complete fulfillment of the goal or else the campaign constitutes a failure. Eugene 
Morozov (2009) discusses the role of social media during the Iranian Revolution and 
contends that its use was unsuccessful because an overthrow of the Iranian government 
did not occur. He contends that social media and networked platforms allowed for the 
opposition/ repressive regimes to obtain control by providing evidence and information 
regarding the revolutions and the revolutionaries, “Once regimes used torture to get this 
kind of data; now it’s freely available on Facebook” (p. 12). Not only does Morozov bash 
engaged activism, he takes to task “harmless activism” (p. 13) as he criticizes online 
groups in support of a cause or event as participating in slacktivism and being all but 
useless.  
Other scholars, however, argue that what social media contributes to significant 
cultural trends and their respective analysis depends on the tools used to assess that work. 
An example of the successful use of technology in protests occurred when citizens used 
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text messages to assist in the ouster of Philippines President Joseph Estrada during the 
2001 impeachment trial (Shirky, 2011).  
Another problematic issue with the binary of successful activism, as mentioned by 
Shirky (2011) is the measurement of time, and that the effect of social media to affect 
change should not be measured in short bursts but rather “…change over years and 
decades, not weeks or months” (p.1). Therefore, an assessment of the Arab Spring cannot 
be completely and fairly determined until many years or decades afterwards. The same 
could be true for the #MyNYPD campaign as it may take years for better practices to 
improve citizen-police relations, as problems between citizens and law enforcement are 
not a recent phenomenon. 
In connection with public sphere theory and the Arab Spring, Armando Salvatore 
argues similarly to Seyla Benhabib and Nancy Fraser regarding the rigid parameters of 
Habermas’s public sphere. However, Salvatore’s (2013) concerns rest on the European or 
Western vision of the public sphere, which does not take into account cultural difference 
or differences of religion (Christianity vs. Islam). Certainly, the Arab Spring occurred in 
primarily Muslim countries, so religion would have influenced participation. Salvatore 
(2013) also bolsters Shirky’s claim that time is needed for gauging change; the example 
Salvatore provides is the advent of Al Jazeera in 1996, which brought news and 
information to the region that government-owned television stations did not.  
What constitutes social media’s distinctive capabilities? Social media scholars 
note that social media provides means for connecting and mobilizing shared activity—
such as a protest. Social media allows for those actively associated with a protest to 
connect with those not involved with the protest; the audience can extend beyond those in 
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attendance at an in-person activity or event (Salvatore, 2013). These capabilities are 
evident within the #MyNYPD protest; citizens of New York City were afforded the 
ability to protest without having a physical presence at an organized protest; additionally 
the protest spread to critique and expose other cities’ police misconduct within the United 
States and other foreign countries. 
In further argument against a binary of success, Joss Hands (2011) elaborates on 
the use of Twitter in Iran during the 2009 Twitter revolution. Activists used social media 
to protest against the presidential elections, which they felt were rigged. The Iranian 
government responded with a crackdown on activists and the Internet. The opinion that 
the use of social media within this revolution was a failure because the revolution failed 
puzzled Hands. He thought that the response of the government indicated that the 
government was concerned and reacted, thus indicating that the use of social media was a 
success as it elicited a violent and brutal response to end the revolution—whereby 
exposing the government’s oppressive tendencies. 
Circulation is the very thing that new media in general, and Tweets (140- 
character comments circulated through social media) in particular, are well suited to do. 
Twitter prizes speed, conciseness, and openness. All three of these characteristics provide 
tweets the affordance to circulate, allowing circulation to occur within a steady flow of 
discourse; there is no waiting as in asynchronous communication, or gatekeepers as with 
many social networking sites. Aided by these features, Twitter provides a channel (via 
retweeting) for tweets to travel widely and exponentially. Successful tweets are measured 
by their circulatory track records. All of these features would seem to make Twitter an 
exemplar object of study for efforts theorizing public participation in terms of circulation. 
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However, this is not the facile circulation that public-spheres theorist Michael Warner 
associates with the “mere awareness” necessary to constitute public life. In sharp 
contrast, when the tweets within the #MyNYPD protest are examined, the complex 
rhetorical work and connections formed within the protest show the powerful potential of 
Twitter within online activism. 
 
Concepts from Digital Literacies Studies 
In bringing together public sphere theory and social media studies to study online 
activism, I have sought a definition of digital literacies to understand the work occurring 
within these protests. Colin Lankshear and Michele Knobel (2008) define digital 
literacies using a sociocultural view of literacy encompassing Scribner and Cole (1981), 
Brian Street (1984), and Gee, Hull, & Lankshear (1996) when they define digital literacy 
as, “…a shorthand for the myriad social practices and conceptions of engaging in 
meaning making mediated by texts that are produced, received, distributed, exchanged, 
etc., via digital codification” (p.5). They further clarify their definition by discussing the 
medium of blogs, with blogs’ resulting differences in meaning and audience; the social 
practices needed to understand the nature of different blogs are vast and varied. 
Therefore, just as one may be digitally literate in navigating a political blog, one may not 
be as literate when encountering a company’s blog focused on marketing. Lankshear and 
Knobel (2008) also advocate the term digital literacies instead of digital literacy, in that 
being digitally literate compromises many different aspects and many different social 
practices in opposition to a singular definition of defining or accomplishing a digital 
literacy. 
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The concept of an “affinity space” further defines my use of digital literacies. An 
affinity space is a space where people are brought together by a passion, rather than by 
similar demographic characteristics. For the purposes of analyzing digital spaces as 
affinity spaces, social media provides affordances and openness thus the potential of 
becoming an affinity space, in contrast to social networking sites that are often closed and 
relationship based. Lankshear and Knobel (2008) argue there is a difference in social 
networking sites in comparison to affinity spaces as affinity spaces are “organized 
primarily around shared endeavors,” and social networking sites around “identity and 
relationships with individuals” (p. 251). With its affordances of no reciprocal following 
or friending required, Twitter, as social media, allows individuals to gather around 
“shared endeavors” and, thus, the ability to form affinity spaces. 
 
Situating My Inquiry 
The #MyNPYD protest and the resulting case study within this dissertation 
stemmed from a seemingly innocuous request from the NYPD for citizens to tweet 
photos of themselves with police officers. The subversion of this NYPD public relations 
campaign and the subsequent protest against the abuse of power by the NYPD provides 
an exemplary situation to analyze the complex rhetorical practices of online activism. 
The complexity of the actions and work involved merits study. In this dissertation I 
examine tweets collected over 6 months that contained the hashtag #MyNYPD, in 
addition to tweets that began the protest in April 2014. I aim to define success in less 
binary terms then the overthrow of a repressive regime by using three tools (rhetorical 
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analysis, analysis of literacy practices, and social network analysis) to answer the 
following research questions. 
  
Research Questions 
This study poses three questions:  
(1) How did everyday people manage to appropriate a public relations campaign?  
(2)  What was the range of ways people used words online to promote the protest?   
(3) What are the relationships between/among players’ activity online?  
Devising analytical methods to pursue these questions, this project’s findings 
demonstrate that there is work within these tweets that is rhetorically significant, 
beginning with the subversive act of appropriating the NYPD public relations Twitter 
campaign, the range of literacy practices within the tweets to sustain the protest, and the 
resulting social connections created by these tweets. 
 
The Incident that Launched the Activism I Study in this Project 
The tweet that started this protest came from the New York City Police 
Department (NYPD) on April 22, 2014 at 10:55 am. The NYPD tweeted out a request, 
“Do you have a photo w/ a member of the NYPD? Tweet us & tag it #MyNYPD. It may 
be featured on our Facebook page” (see Figure 1). The image accompanying the tweet 
showed a male civilian (wearing a NYPD stocking cap) with his arms around male and 
female police officers while they were standing in front of a NYPD vehicle. All three of 
them were smiling. 
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Figure 1 
NYPD Initial Tweet 
The NYPD launched a conventional public relations campaign, apparently 
expecting to elicit positive images about the department. However, this campaign 
escalated quickly into a public relations debacle. The campaign hoped to enhance the 
NYPD’s image with the public in response to years of negative reactions and responses to 
its stop-and-frisk policy and practices (newyork.cbslocal.com/). However, the hashtag 
#MyNYPD transformed into a bashtag as the call for pictures taken with members of 
NYPD was answered quickly; individuals responded with numerous images of police 
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violence and brutality (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). The tweet in Figure 2 states, “Every 
white shirt has to get in on the brutality, right” accompanied by an image of an African-
American woman handcuffed and in custody of two white male offices, while a third 
white male officer yanks on her hair, causing the woman to cry out. In Figure 3, we see a 
young white male, handcuffed, with an open wound bleeding from his head. A police 
officer next to him pays no attention to the man’s head wound. The tweet accompanying 
the image says, “Remember that time you bashed the head of a peaceful protester? We 
do. 
 
Figure 2 
Example of Police Brutality 
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Figure 3 
Example of Police Brutality 
 
This is not to say that all tweets using #MyNYPD participated in this manner. 
Some tweets did support the police (see Figure 4), but the majority did not. A white 
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female visitor from the south took a photo with three African-American female officers 
stating, “This southerner made friends during hurricane relief – great group w/ sense of 
humor.” Additionally, photos were submitted showing various police activities 
accompanied by satirical comments reinforcing negative views towards the NYPD (see 
Figure 5), stating, “‘No parking’ rule doesn’t seem to apply. Parking on the sidewalk 
while grabbing a salad.” A police SUV is parked on the sidewalk in front of a restaurant 
and possibly the opening to a parking garage. This tweet illustrates how police officers do 
not obey the same laws that they themselves enforce. 
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Figure 4 
Example of Helpful Police Officers 
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Figure 5 
Example of Activism Holding Police Power in Check 
 
Overview of Chapters 
In analyzing the data, different methods were required for taking up the study’s 
central questions. As I explain below, these methods were rhetorical analysis, analysis of 
literacy practices, and social network analysis. Together these methods work to 
illuminate participants’ complex work employing digital literacies to make and leverage 
connections in order to mobilize and sustain the protest. 
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In Chapter 2, I explore Twitter as a place where public protest occurs, rather than 
being just a means for circulation (e.g., dissemination of information about or 
organization of a public protest) to understand: How did everyday people manage to 
appropriate a public relations campaign? In order to explore Twitter as a place of public 
protest, I show that social media can do distinctly public work. I examine the recent New 
York Police Department’s Twitter public relations campaign that went awry and, as such, 
was subversively taken over by the public, thus moving a protest against police brutality 
from a physical location to an online location.  To illustrate this functionality of Twitter, I 
conduct a rhetorical analysis of the protesters’ tweets that started the protest through a 
composite lens consisting of Michael Warner’s 7 features of a public and James Paul Gee 
and Elisabeth Hayes’ 15 features of an affinity space. I demonstrate that publics and 
social media provide affordances that allow for Twitter to be more than a conduit of 
information for an organization. In this case, Twitter became the place for public protest 
as an affinity space. 
One of the constraints of Twitter is its 140-character limit, but even though 
lengthy prose cannot occur, this does not prevent meaningful discourse. Chapter 3 
develops a literacy-practice framework to examine the literacy practices instantiated in 
tweets over six months of the protest. I use the framework to understand: What was the 
range of ways people used words online to promote the protest? In the #MyNYPD 
protest, the over-arching goal of the tweets was to alert and inform members of the 
protest (and sometimes people who were not part of the protest), whether it be details of 
an event, information, or commentary on the state’s abuse of power through law 
enforcement. For the purposes of this chapter’s analysis, tweets taking up this and related 
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work were analyzed and categorized according to the literacy practices used to 
accomplish this goal.  
Chapter 4 conducts a social network analysis of the five days containing the most 
tweets from the six months of collected data to understand: What are the relationships 
between/among players’ activity online? The tweets were collected through Node XL and 
then analyzed through Gephi, social network analysis software. Through examining the 
most proficient tweeters, either by the number of tweets or the number of retweets their 
tweets garnered, the connections between different players within the protest are 
discovered. This analysis visualizes the connections and communities formed within the 
#MyNYPD protest. It shows that particular people enable the connections that sustain the 
protest. 
The concluding chapter takes up implications of the chapters described above. 
These chapters can stand alone as separate articles analyzing specific components with 
specific research methods of the #MyNYPD protest (see also Hayes, forthcoming 2017). 
However, together they constitute a multi-pronged examination documenting online 
protest that defies the success/failure binary. In sum, this dissertation offers a primer to 
the study of online activism. I aim to assist scholars’ growing understanding what counts 
as successful online activism. Toward that end, this final chapter underscores the 
following implications: 
1. Twitter as a safe space for online protests 
2. The role that humor can play in establishing an online protest 
3.  The distinct roles that different entities play within an online protest 
(e.g., celebrities, ordinary citizens, corporations) 
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4. What digital literacies look like and do across time by particular 
people within an online protest 
5. The amount of personal information that can be revealed in the service 
of such a protest 
6. Images used and the impact of those images 
 
An online protest consists of complex rhetorical work comprising of multiple strategies, 
methods, goals, participation, use of text and images. Future studies extending this primer 
will further illuminate the complexity of this work. 
 
Conclusion 
 Drawing on key concepts from public sphere theory and social media studies 
combined with digital literacies, we can begin to understand the complex rhetorical work 
and choices people produce with an online protest. Understanding this work allows for a 
more expansive definition of success that does not rely on a binary, but instead relies on 
multiple successes within the protest. 
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CHAPTER 2 
#MYNYPD: TRANSFORMING TWITTER INTO A PUBLIC PLACE FOR PROTEST 
Research studies about social media/networks
1
 as agents of social change have 
primarily focused on the toppling of governments or regimes (Hands, 2011; Lotan, 
Graeff, Ananny, Gaffney, Pearce, & boyd, 2011; Morozov, 2009; Salvatore, 2013; 
Shirky, 2011), with debate concentrating on the extent to which these networks and the 
methods they afforded effectively promoted public protests, whether they engaged the 
public, and whether they contributed to successful change (i.e., such as toppling the 
regime). Eugene Morozov (2009) interrogated social media’s emancipatory potential with 
his “dark side of the ‘Twitter Revolution’” (p. 13), and even pro-social media scholar 
Clay Shirky (2011) admitted the difficulties involved in using social media to catalyze 
social movements against a repressive regime (p. 30). In furthering the debate on the 
value of Twitter in political protests, Joss Hands (2011) argued that success is not 
accurately measured according to only one metric, whether or not a regime was deposed; 
he did not not view the use of Twitter by said repressive regime against the protesters as a 
failure but a success, since the dissidents’ use of Twitter forced the government to act, 
thus exemplifying the power of Twitter (p. 2). Bryan Lutz (2012) contended that there 
were several successes in regime change during the Arab Spring, and that these tools 
allowed for a combination of forces, those physically located connecting with those in the 
virtual arena. He also discussed how these postings brought attention to the activities of 
the Arab Spring revolutions. 
Regardless of whether repressive governments were ousted or not, scholars agree 
on one point: a major advantage of the Internet’s social media/networks is their ability to 
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serve as delivery systems for organizing and managing protests (Castells, 2012; Lutz , 
2012; Salvatore, 2013; Warner, 2002). These social media/networks function as tools 
allowing individuals to organize, inflame, and gather others to protest (Castells, 2012, 
p.58). While previous scholarship has established that the tools of social media often 
function as delivery mechanisms for circulation within protests, what I ask in this paper 
is: what does social media look like and do when its tools afford additional functionality 
beyond organizing and circulating protests? Hands (2011) defines a protest as “the 
expression of dissatisfaction with a state of affairs, which always entails an appeal to 
others” (p. 4). In utilizing this definition I examine the recent #MyNYPD phenomenon as 
an instance when social media became the space where protest occurred rather than the 
expected usual functionality of only circulating the protest. To make this argument, I 
theorize a situation where an online affinity space may constitute a public through 
participants’ mutual affinity for exposing the state’s abuse of power. This analysis 
interprets the work of the protesters’ tweets through a composite lens comprised of 
Michael Warner’s 7 features of a public and James Paul Gee and Elisabeth R. Hayes’ 15 
features of an affinity space (see Appendix A). In my analysis, I synthesize the most 
distinctive features for my purposes. 
In this chapter, I start with an explanation of the how the protest started, along 
with the exigency behind the protest. Next, I discuss the theoretical frameworks used for 
analyzing how the #MyNYPD stands as a protest; I then examine the intertexuality 
within the tweets used in this protest. I continue with a comparison of another bashtag
2
 to 
#MyNYPD, followed by an explanation of how the protest moved from a local protest to 
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nation-wide/world-wide protest, and conclude with a brief discussion of how Twitter 
protests can assist with solutions to social injustice in today’s world.  
 
Seeds of Discontent 
 Anger and frustration are clearly visible in responses to the NYPD’s publicity 
campaign. This discontent is due to past injustices and abuses committed by the NYPD. 
One program that has created discontent and fostered distrust among the citizen of New 
York City is the “Stop-and-Frisk” program. While the phrase stop-and-frisk implies one 
program and the joint activity of stopping and frisking a potential perpetrator, the practice 
applies to two separate actions depending on the threat level. “To stop a person, a police 
officer must have reasonable suspicion the person has committed, is committing, or is 
about to commit an unlawful act. To frisk a person, however, the officer must have 
reason to believe the person stopped has a weapon that poses a threat to the officer’s 
safety, a higher and more specific standard” (Stop-And-Frisk, 2011, p. 8). The concept of 
“stop” allows a police officer a wide amount of discretion since the standard involves the 
officer’s own “reasonable suspicion” as the litmus test for said stop, and the public 
viewed this unilateral decision-making power as an abuse of power. An equal playing 
field for “stopping” citizens did not exist; “stopping” depended on the individual officer. 
This abuse of power created a public distrustful of the police and angry about the 
infringement of their rights, laying groundwork for the MyNYPD protest. 
 There are many issues and public concerns over the NYPD’s involvement and 
increasing use of Stop-and-Frisk, including the number of people stopped, effectiveness 
of crime prevention, number of innocent people stopped, and racial profiling (high 
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numbers of Black and Latino male youths stopped). In a ten-year time period, stops 
increased from 97,296 in 2002 to 685,724 in 2011 (Stop-And-Frisk, 2011, p. 3) as 
illustrated in Figure 6 below. Of the 685,724 stops in 2011, 605,328 of those people were 
innocent (Stop-And-Frisk, 2011, p. 15), meaning 88% of people stopped were not guilty 
of any crime. Each year that passed, the number of stops increased (except for 2007), and 
the majority of people stopped had not committed any crime, thus increasing the 
frustration and anger at a police force determined to engage with the community using 
antagonistic methods complete with a presumption of guilt of the selected individuals. 
Certainly these policies did not create goodwill or a positive relationship with the NYPD, 
but exactly the opposite. 
 
 
Figure 6.“Number of Stops Over Time.” From the Stop-And-Frisk 2011 NYCLU Briefing.  
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A huge disparity exists in regard to race and age as evidenced by the statistics of those 
who have been stopped in the past. Consider for instance: “While black and Latino males 
between the ages of 14 and 24 account for only 4.7 percent of the city’s population, they 
accounted for 41.6 percent of those stopped. Remarkably, the number of stops of young 
black men last year actually exceeded the total number of young black men in the city 
(168,126 as compared to 158,406)” (Stop-And-Frisk, 2011, p. 7). 
 While encounters with the Stop-and-Frisk program affected the general public 
(people living in “better” neighborhoods or tourists), many specific incidents raised the 
ire and fury of residents living in neighborhoods where the police were utilizing stop-
and-frisk more frequently. Cecily McMillan, an Occupy Wall Street Protester, was 
arrested for assaulting an officer and in return suffered a violent beating that caused a 
seizure, while Eric Garner died after being put in a chokehold during his arrest. In other 
incidents James Young was arrested, then choked, and finally slipped into a coma, and 
Sean Bell was shot and died when officers fired more than 50 shots at him and his friends 
when they left a strip club. An investigation (covering 1999-2014) of NYPD police 
officer-involved deaths reported: “In 179 fatalities involving on-duty NYPD cops in 15 
years, only 3 cases led to indictments — and just 1 conviction” (Ryley et al., 2014). 
These attacks upon individuals—combined with the infringement upon the general 
population’s ability to conduct their daily affairs without police interference—contributed 
to an atmosphere of distrust and disgust, providing an exigency for striking back at this 
injustice. 
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Publics and Affinity Spaces 
Gee and Hayes have studied fan communities of video games (e.g., The Sims) to 
account for how such affinity spaces foster learning. For my purposes, I apply the 
structure of an affinity space not to fandom of videogames but to another type of affinity: 
an affinity for exposing police brutality (state’s abuse of power) conducted through 
Twitter. Gee and Hayes (2012) stress that the importance of the affinity space revolves 
around the activities within the space (in this case linking to photos of police brutality, 
and other wrongs committed by law enforcement) rather than any type of formal structure 
(p. 132). In addition to affinity spaces, my analysis utilizes Michael Warner’s 7 features 
of a public to show how a public can be an affinity space, and in this case one with an 
affinity against police abuse of power (see Appendix A). 
I would contend that this feature of an affinity space (revolves around the 
activities within the space) parallels Warner’s first feature of a public: that it is “self-
organized” (2002, p.67). I do so, in part, in light of Warner’s commentary on affinity—or 
belonging since Warner argues that a public’s success in joining together people in a 
group effort exists through the group’s interactions and exchanges, not through a 
structured organization (2002, p.70). It is the discourse that occurs within the space that 
creates the public; it is not the rules or the organization of people creating the public. The 
capacity to self-sponsor space (in the case of #MyNYPD, with the ability to tweet and 
retweet discourse in response to the NYPD’s publicity campaign) is central to both Gee 
and Hayes’ concept of an affinity space and to Warner’s notion of a public. The 
#MyNYPD discourse contained images of police brutality, information to coordinated 
events the police would be attending (#floodwallstreet), links to stories regarding 
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incidents of police brutality, and information about neighborhood community meetings. 
This discourse became more important than the organization of the people participating 
in the protest. 
 However, this is not to say that the people within the public do not play any role 
in the public and how the public functions. On the contrary, Warner’s second feature - a 
public “a relation among strangers” (2002, p.74) - directly involves people. This means 
that publics are predicated not on members sharing identity markers, but rather on 
relationality among strangers. These strangers gather together through their discourse 
(feature 1), which organizes the public of strangers. The public of strangers aligns closely 
with the first of Gee and Hayes’ (2012) features of affinity spaces: that people join 
together united by their joint interest in a topic rather than shared demographic 
characteristics, which often times bind people together in group membership (p.134). 
Also, in affinity spaces demographic characteristics do not bind members together. In the 
case of the MyNYPD protest, participants most likely have different identity markers 
(e.g., age, race, economic status) and thus membership encompasses the public of 
strangers aligning themselves not by familiarity and commonalities, but as strangers with 
an affinity for exposing the abuse of state power in the hope of ending such abuse. The 
MyNYPD protest clearly adopts these two characteristics. This is not an enclave defined 
by demographic categories but rather an affinity space whose members as strangers 
collectively join together by their passion to expose police brutality in the hope of ending 
this injustice. Unless the members of the space decide to reveal their age, race, or 
economic status, that information will remain unknown to other members; this identity 
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exposure can occur in several ways (e.g., profile photos, profile data, text or visual within 
tweets), but since there is not any face-to-face verification, it is the member’s choice. 
In further examining the discourse within the public, Warner (2002) turned his 
attention to his third feature, “The address of public speech is both personal and 
impersonal,” as public speech is directed to all that may listen to it, but depending on the 
context of the speech it may not be directed to all, or of interest to all, who hear it (p. 76). 
Warner (2002) provides the example of a police officer shouting, in that the police officer 
may be shouting something of interest to a particular individual, although all may hear 
the shouting, it may not be directed to or of interest to all within earshot. The protesters 
sent out #MyNYPD tweets to the public, to the strangers who comprised the public; the 
tweets were addressed impersonally to strangers, until a stranger would read the tweet; 
then the public speech became personal. The tweets themselves were not directed to the 
NYPD (although some protesters may have hoped the police would read them by adding 
the NYPD Twitter account @NYPDnews to their tweets) but to the public created 
through the protest. If only addressed to the police, this speech would be impersonal and 
additionally would prevent the circulation of discourse (essential to a public) and thus 
resemble discourse created through an adherence to structured rules, such as the five-
paragraph essay, eulogies, or haikus (Warner, 2002, p.78). Instead, the protesters’ 
discourse forged connections with the strangers through an impersonal address, which 
became personal when read and united them through their affinity. Additionally, the 
retweet also functions as Warner’s third feature “public speech that is personal and 
impersonal,” as it circulates and is viewed by many different people, strangers even, as 
the retweet continues directing attention towards the public. 
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The public discourse that the #MyNYPD protestors have forged constitutes an 
affinity space in yet another way. Gee and Hayes’ (2012) fourth feature of an affinity 
space stipulates the opportunity for all group members to enter the space and participate 
in the creation of the space’s content, rather than a group containing an organizational 
structure that allows particular members to participate and others to watch from the 
sidelines (p.137). Twitter’s openness allows any individual member with a Twitter 
account to produce content (e.g., image, text, link to information) within a tweet and use 
a hashtag (in this case, #MyNYPD) to alert members to the new content. For the 
#MyNYPD protest, members can and did produce content relating to the #MyNYPD 
hashtag by creating related hashtags referring to their own local police forces 
(#MiPoliciaMexicana – Mexico, #DankePolizei, Germany, see Figure 7). These 
individual hashtags collectively joined together, spawning the hashtag What 
about#YourPolice (see Figure 8), which showed a map of the world with the respective 
countries’ related hashtags labeled for each country indicated that not only were people 
creating, but expanding the protest throughout the world. The protesters were letting the 
world know that police brutality is not endemic to New York City. These tweets resulted 
in a call to action, as an “appeal to others” (Hands, 2011, p. 4) to join and contribute to 
the protest, by adding their police departments to the protest.  
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Figure 7 
Associated International Police Hashtags 
 
Figure 8 
#yourPolice Hashtag Added to Map 
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 As members produce discourse in this protest, the public thrives through the 
addition of content. More content results in the creation of more opportunities to 
participate (through retweeting or creating and then tweeting additional content), and the 
protest persists—even possibly grows. A person who retweets engages with other protests 
and participates in the protest. This is because—as Warner (2002) notes – the formation 
of a public results from the members and their contributions to the discourse (p.87). The 
public’s existence depends upon its members producing or contributing (whether by 
tweets or retweets) since the public does not exist primarily on membership, but on the 
deliverables of the public (Warner, 2002, p.88). By producing content (Gee and Hayes), 
participants give attention to a public (Warner) constituted by those (including 
participants themselves) with an affinity of exposing state abuse of power. Gee and 
Hayes also believe that content plays an important role in affinity spaces.  
 Gee and Hayes’ (2012) sixth characteristic, “The development of both specialist 
and broad, general knowledge are encouraged, and specialist knowledge is pooled”  
(p.138)—allows protesters with all levels of experience and/or knowledge of the NYPD 
to participate in the protest. Long-time followers of the NYPD, as well as a visitor to 
New York City, can all tweet images, information on abuse cases or protests, providing 
knowledge of varying levels to the public, or they can respond, providing members the 
opportunity to contribute if they wish. Additionally, members can retweet, and/or favorite 
tweets. Involvement without producing (e.g., retweeting) allows individual participation 
on multiple levels, which is the tenth attribute of an affinity space, that there is not one 
single method or expected manner in which group members are expected to participate 
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(Gee & Hayes, 2012). The ability or opportunity to participate in different manners 
integrates in Warner’s features as well. 
These ongoing different forms of participation and interaction incorporate 
Warner’s (2002) fifth feature, “A public is the social space created by the reflexive 
circulation of discourse”; this is how the group members engage with each other on the 
discourse topic (p. 90). In the case of #MyNYPD conversation ensues when a member 
responds to a tweet or retweets the tweet and the message circulates further, even beyond 
the current public’s members (since all followers of the tweeter can view the retweet), 
perhaps even garnering additional members to the public if they themselves share an 
affinity for fighting against an abuse of power.  
The participation, interaction, and involvement by the protesters was quick and 
enduring as a public was created through an affinity space. While affinity spaces are not 
always created quickly, an affinity space that endures shows the affinity of its members is 
strong. The continuing issues and problems of the NYPD, which have plagued the 
department for years, created a foundation for an affinity space to flourish. The NYPD’s 
tweet provided the exigency for the protest to move from a physical location to an online 
space as a public was created through affinity against police abuse. 
 
Intertextuality within a Do-it-Yourself (DIY) Protest 
An examination of the use of the #MyNYPD hashtag and the reaction it spurred reveals a 
new use of Twitter as a place of protest—and, as Warner would have it, a DIY protest. A 
leader was not needed to organize and facilitate the protest. Furthermore, people did not 
need to gather in a physical location at a particular time to participate in order to 
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contribute to the protest. People wishing to participate had access to the tools of discourse 
as they tweeted their comments often accompanied by visual images. Through such 
discursive activity, they participated in the protest without any gatekeepers determining 
an agenda resulting in Twitter becoming a space for public protest instead of the delivery 
and organization methods of the protest. The protesters themselves determined the 
agenda and what direction the protest would take. Twitter’s affordances allowed for a 
more collaborative protest than a hierarchical protest. 
In understanding how intertextuality functions within this DIY protest, the fourth 
principle of Gee and Hayes’ (2012) affinity spaces—“Everyone can, if they wish, 
produce and not just consume” (p.137) —applies. Individuals sharing their affinity for 
exposing state abuse of power create these tweets, incorporating text and visuals. In these 
specific tweets there lies an interesting juxtaposition between words and images. The 
visual image of a woman “man-handled” by several police officers (three male officers 
are all grabbing/holding onto the woman while she screams) combined with the text, 
“Need a mammogram? #myNYPD has you covered. Forget Obamacare!” delivers a 
subversive satire and commentary on current activities in society. (See Figure 9.) This 
understanding comes from readers’ experiences and viewpoints driven by culture; 
Barbara Warnick and David S. Heineman  (2012) explain the connection established by 
intertextuality in this way: “cultural specific motifs, knowledges, and beliefs provide the 
intertext that informs the reader’s appreciation and understanding of the intertextually 
supported text” (p.81). The reference to Obamacare further accentuates the polarized 
arguments regarding the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and the efforts to repeal it. 
Additionally, the cavalier reference to a sexual assault (as a mammogram) reflects on the 
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rape culture in America. In this instance the police officers are the offenders, the 
assaulters, the perpetrators of the crime, when they are expected to prevent such crimes. 
Not only is the hashtag being subverted here, but the standard job expectations of law 
enforcement are being challenged; the public is being asked to question what the 
difference is between a sexual offender and a police officer. Familiarity with the current 
issues of the day leads to an understanding of this satirical strike at the NYPD, thus 
calling out their unethical methods. Additionally, Warner (2002) states that “all publics 
are intertextual” (p. 97), thereby supporting the claim that this protest consists of a public 
comprised of people with a mutual affinity. 
 
 
Figure 9 
Example of Intertextuality 
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 Protesters even mocked a common phrase used by many police departments to 
assert their police department’s mission and interactions with the public as a means to 
connect with the public (and other protesters). The following tweet (see Figure 10) 
subversively satirizes the popular police motto of “To Serve and Protect.” It does so by 
combining the motto with an image of four police officers casually carrying (one officer 
at each limb) an African-American male that contradicts this motto: “#MYNYPD doing 
their job, protecting, and serving…..” This tweet was direct in its message, calling out the 
police by subverting their own motto and using it against them in a sarcastic manner. The 
audience understands the irony of the situation, as the police are neither serving nor 
protecting this man. Perhaps they witnessed similar situations or experienced them; in 
any event, this lack of serving and protecting is a common theme that unites protesters in 
their affinity space. This is not just a protest against police injustice; this is a protest 
actively creating and introducing subversive elements in an effort to call out these 
activities. This juxtaposition embodies the problems that the NYPD has within the greater 
community. The contradiction illustrates how many citizens view the police force and its 
repressive actions; it reveals that the citizenry is watching and protesting the material 
incidents through an online protest. While police control may be tight and forceful, 
Twitter provides an outlet where tweets can “slip through the cracks,” expose abuse, and 
advocate for an end to this behavior.  
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Figure 10 
Example of Satire 
 
Other Bashtags 
Certainly, other bashtags have evolved as a result of ill-construed marketing 
campaigns, although primarily campaigns from corporations, and not a government entity 
providing a public service. One of the most notable ones is #McDStories from 
McDonalds. (See Figure 11.) McDonald’s tweeted, “Meet some of the hard-working 
people dedicated to providing McDs with quality food every day #McDStories.. The 
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tweet did not have an attached image, but included a link to introduce people to some of 
the farmers who supply McDonald’s food. 
 
 
Figure 11 
McDonald’s Tweet that Created a Bashtag 
 
While the subversion of the hashtag into a bashtag in response to a company’s 
rhetorical use of a hashtag has occurred before, it is important to understand the 
differences between the #MyNYPD subversion (against an agent of the state) in 
comparison to bashtag use against a corporate entity. In determining these differences, I 
will examine a popular example of another bashtag incident. A comparison between the 
McDonald’s public relations hashtag disaster and the NYPD’s encounter reveals the 
resilience and continued use of the hashtag #MyNYPD. Since other companies (or 
entities) created their own similar public relations disasters through a hashtag 
transformed to a bashtag, the staying power of #MyNYPD adds strength to its use in a 
protest. McDonald’s initial tweet occurred on January 18, 2012; approximately 5 months 
later, during a week of time (June 18
th
, 2012-June 24
th)
, 24 tweets mentioned the hashtag 
#McDStories (https://twitter.com/search?q=%23McDStories%20since%3A2012-06-
18%20until%3A2012-06-25&src=typd, retrieved October 6, 2014). Additionally, there is 
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very little interaction with the tweets (via either retweeting or replying). The initial 
#MyNYPD tweet occurred on April 22, 2014; approximately 5 months later, during a 
week of time (September 22, 2014 – September 28, 2014), 1147 tweets used the hashtag 
#MyNYPD. By expanding the search to a month, as seen in the Figure 12 below (which 
also includes the data from the week September 22, 2014 – September 28, 2014), 4,249 
tweets used the hashtag #MyNYPD from September 4, 2014-October 4, 2014), providing 
evidence that the protest had not quelled. There certainly was more of an affinity amongst 
people against the police department’s abuse of power versus a commentary on the 
nutritional value of McDonald’s. While McDonald’s may be an unhealthy option, people 
can choose not to eat there; there is not much choice for a victim of police brutality. This 
initial comparison of two bashtags would appear to indicate the staying power of the 
#MyNYPD hashtag in comparison to #McDStories hashtag; of course additional 
comparisons over different time variances would be needed to further explore and 
understand the ebb and flow of Twitter hashtags. While the MyNYPD hashtag was 
continuously utilized, in some cases spikes occurred due to events related to the NYPD. 
In the case of Figure 12, #FloodWallStreet (used in combination with #MyNYPD), a 
protest against climate change created a large increase in the amount of tweets (1,252 
tweets on September 21, 2014).  
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Figure 12. “Tweets per Day #MyNYPD September 4th- October 4th, 2014.” From Topsy. 
 
While the protest continues, and the number of tweets might decline, incidents 
occur which reenergize the use of the hashtag and continue the protest, and thus 
differentiate this bashtag from the limited usage and existence found in McDonald’s 
bashtag. While McDonald’s did not specifically ask its followers to retweet (as the 
NYPD campaign did), the results were similar, as people tweeted negative McDonald’s 
experience using the hashtag #McDStories. Many tweets sent to McDonald’s attacked the 
idea that McDonald’s served healthy food, “One time I walked into McDonalds and I 
could smell Type 2 diabetes floating in the air and I threw up.” (See Figure 13.) While 
this tweet uses an exaggeration to emphasis its point, the connection to the increasing 
incidences of Type 2 Diabetes in the American population is being made to McDonalds. 
However, the McDonald’s incident did not incur the sheer number of tweets or endure, 
and this is in direct contrast to the #MyNYPD usage, which thrived and continues (even 
with its ebbs and flows), and therefore supports my argument. While people may be 
unhappy with the nutritional components of McDonald’s food and reacted as such with 
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tweets as seen below, the components necessary to create and sustain a public protest did 
not exist. People’s rights were not arbitrarily taken away, abuse and brutality did not 
occur, and force was not involved (people choose to eat at McDonald’s). Therefore, 
reaction to the McDonald’s tweet does not make it a protest as in the MyNYPD case, 
where the responses included visual evidence of abuse in a call for police accountability. 
Important in a public protest is the impact and resilience of the protest within the 
community. 
 
Figure 13 
Example of a Response to the McDonald’s Tweet 
 
Movement of a Protest 
Many social justice campaigns develop from a sense of people refusing to be 
powerless against the state, joining with others to organize a protest. As previously 
mentioned, Hands (2011) defines a protest as “the expression of dissatisfaction with a 
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state of affairs, which always entails an appeal to others” (p. 4). Twitter afforded people 
the agency to have their voices heard in an online space, where the world could read  
their words and understand their complaints. In a physical protest many times voices are 
heard as one, while Twitter allows individual voices to be heard, even as they build onto 
each other with a call for action. The campaign against the NYPD’s police brutality was a 
response to this feeling of powerlessness, along with dissatisfaction regarding how the 
NYPD conducts itself. The police possess authority and, consequently, individuals who 
challenge this authority often end up arrested or jailed. The ordinary citizen does not have 
the power to challenge this authority on his or her own, but collectively the public could 
gather and protest against the NYPD (and other police departments as this campaign 
spread).  
By achieving the status of a protest, #MyNYPD constitutes a viable public 
capable of exposing state abuse. Castells (2012) argues that the Internet allows people the 
freedom to gather and network to collectively “battle” the authority (p. 2). The main 
benefit of this Internet space (and, in this analysis, Twitter) is the ability it affords people 
to collectively join together as a group, thus overcoming fear of the authority. Castells 
(2012) writes: “And their togetherness helped them to overcome fear, this paralyzing 
emotion on which the powers that be rely in order to prosper and reproduce, by 
intimidation or discouragement, and when necessary by sheer violence, be it naked or 
institutionally enforced” (p. 2). In examining this protest, I contend that #MyNYPD 
fulfills Hands’s definition of a protest, as the tweets include appeals to others. Individuals 
were encouraged to tweet their own encounters with the police (or encounters they 
witnessed) as well as encouraged to retweet to promote the protest. This appeal hoped to 
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gather more support and/or engagement in a message to the government to examine the 
public’s encounters with the police department, in the hopes of procuring changes within 
the department that would limit (or preferably eliminate) abuses of the citizenry, and 
create repercussions for those officers choosing to ignore this “mandate” against abuse. 
This effort espoused a duality in that the focus originated on the NYPD, with the NYPD’s 
local public relations effort, but it circulated and spread to other police departments. 
@Rexxenexx tweeted, “so #myNYPD was a #fail. How about #myLAPD? Might 
overload twitter…. (See Figure 14.) In this tweet we see the protest expanding from one 
location, New York City, across the country to Los Angeles, California. The tweet also 
implies that there is even more police abuse occurring in Los Angeles than New York 
City, thus urging the use of #myLAPD. The environment that allowed this protest to start 
and then flourish was Twitter, because it “…provided the safe space where networks of 
outrage and hope connected” (Castells, 2012, p.81). Furthermore, Twitter afforded 
expression of outrage at police brutality and expressions of hope that police departments 
might change. People used their courage to post pictures of brutality, showing the world 
the police’s abuse of power, gaining outrage (as more people tweeted, 
saw/favorited/retweeted the tweets), and it is hoped as a result, “forcing” the police 
department into a review and change of their policies and actions. 
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Figure 14 
Tweet Crossing Geographical Boundaries 
 
 By examining the New York Police Department’s Twitter campaign, I contend 
that tools, which previously focused on organizing public protests, evolved as a place for 
actual protest, thus enabling a greater number of people to participate in the movement 
since the protest was not bound by physical geographical boundaries, as is the case with 
many social movements. The tweets in response to the NYPD’s call did not serve to 
organize or manage a public protest, but instead/rather to showcase the protest within this 
public space. For example, during the Arab Spring in Egypt, Twitter organized protests in 
Tahir Square amounting to thousands of protesters; in comparison, the tweets carrying 
the #MyNYPD allowed an unlimited number of participants around the world to view 
their content (even those individuals without a Twitter account could view the 
information). Figure 15 below illustrates the top 10 related hashtags to the MyNYPD 
hashtag. By related is meant that whenever the hashtag MyNYPD was included in a 
tweet, these were the 10 most used hashtags in combination (see Figure 15 using 
#MyNYPD, #MyLAPD, and #fail). The top 10 hashtags include ones spawned from the 
initial protest, MyELAS (Greek police) and MyLAPD (Los Angeles, California police). 
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Additionally, the hashtags EricGarner, Justice4Cecily, and OWS (Occupy Wall Street), 
all of which are related to physical incidents prior to #MyNYPD, were catalysts in 
moving the material incidents into a virtual protest. 
This example exemplifies how the hashtag MyNYPD became the glue of the 
protest as people joined together, not only from one location, one incident, or one 
physical protest, but also across distances to join in the protest against police brutality 
through uniting and connecting via #MyNYPD to express multiple wrongs within the 
space of protest, in this case, Twitter. 
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Figure 15. “All-time Top 10 hashtags related to #MyNYPD” from Hashtagify. 
 
Conclusion 
While other campaigns or movements may have occurred via Twitter, the 2014 
protest against the NYPD was not organized to occur as a protest through Twitter, but 
uniquely Twitter became the actual place of protest. This creation of a discursive space, 
whose creation spawned from subverting an advertisement promoting police officers, 
called for accountability of police officers’ and their actions. The public’s anger festered 
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and grew for a long time through physical protests until The NYPD facilitated the 
opportunity for this Twitter protest to move to the virtual as a public was created through 
an affinity space in an effort to expose the state’s abuse of power. The protesters’ 
participation, the hashtag’s staying power, and the impact of the tweets all contributed to 
creating a different space, a space where a public and online discourse met as an affinity 
space. 
This research illustrates the rhetorical impact created by furthering the public’s 
ability to protest in effective ways in a search for solutions to social injustice in today’s 
world. For centuries the world’s orators wrote lengthy speeches to try and influence the 
thinking of others. The audience listened while an influential speaker tried to convince 
listeners to adopt his viewpoint, whereas in today’s digital world, each individual can 
participate in the rhetorical debate and help form a public opinion or further a digital 
protest.  
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Notes: 
1 
In this paper I refer to Twitter as social media, since it is open to everyone and does not 
require an approved network to view and/or circulate a user’s tweets. In contrast, 
Facebook, as a social network, allows users to choose who can view their posts.  
2
 A bashtag is a hashtag whose original positive meaning has been appropriated by the 
public and is now used with a negative connotation. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DETERMINING AND DEFINING LITERACY PRACTICES IN TWITTER 
 
Framing the Problem Driving this Chapter – Literacy Practices in Twitter 
The work of social activism is often framed in obstructionist terms, as 
characterized in the following quotes from the arguably most famous organizer of civil 
protest in the U.S., Saul Alinsky. Alinsky’s (1971) prized rules included “Ridicule is 
man's most potent weapon” (p. 128) and pronounced, “The threat is usually more 
terrifying than the thing itself” (p.129). Under Alinksy, the repertoire of protest was 
limited to obstructionist activity, epitomized by the sit-in. Consider, for instance, 
Alinsky’s “shit-in” at O’Hare Airport. In 1964, he proposed that all of the toilets and 
urinals be continuously occupied, therefore denying people disembarking from airplanes 
the opportunity to relieve themselves, in order to force the Chicago City Council to honor 
their prior commitments to the Woodlawn Organization (141-143). As this example 
illustrates, obstruction works because of the threatened consequences. The potential 
attention and embarrassment Chicago would experience if the “shit-in” occurred provided 
enough of a threat to “encourage” the city council to keep its promises. This type of 
activism is limited in range and logic. When using this ideology in the classroom, Steve 
Parks has recently argued that many composition and rhetoric educators through the years 
have taught or encouraged a “militant form of public politics” in the classroom and that 
this does not do justice to the wider array of public actions or activities capable of taking 
up authentic work in the world (cf. Welch, 2005; Wilkey, 2013). Such criticism calls for 
the study of alternative forms of activism. In understanding this call for different 
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methods, my study of Twitter considers how its affordances may support public 
engagement with writing to produce new tactics for activism. At issue is the extent to 
which Twitter can support a range of literacy practices that allow for a controversy to 
mobilize and sustain itself. For, as Alinsky knew full well, keeping people interested and 
engaged in protest is essential for the protest to succeed (128). However, while Alinsky 
assumed that such work necessarily required obstructionist tactics, I am interested in 
describing a range of literacy practices that Twitter supports to do the work of mobilizing 
and sustaining a controversy and this chapter uses data from my study of #MyNYPD to 
illustrate such literacy practices. 
 Initially, it appears that the purpose of the tweets within this case study is to 
gather people together who have an affinity against police abuse of power through 
exposing a multitude of incidents from the New York Police Department, ranging from 
minor traffic violations committed when parking a police car in a bicycle lane, to the 
more serious charge of murder after choking a suspect to death. However, when the 
tweets are analyzed individually, a wide range of activities is revealed, comprised of 
literacy practices needed to complete the act of participating in this protest through 
Twitter. These 140 characters of text comprising a tweet (often accompanied with images 
and/or links) exhibit more than the surface literacy act of tweeting. All of the tweets will 
have some text in this case study since the hashtag #MyNYPD is the common factor that 
combines them in their protest against police brutality. Tweets within the data set were 
analyzed to determine definition of particular literacy practices present within the tweets 
and then coded. 
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Defining Literacy Practices 
Scholars have contributed and debated competing definitions and meanings of 
literacy and digital literacy. For the purpose of my study, defining literacy practices to 
explicate the work accomplished by tweets within the protest, I have adopted a definition 
of literacy practice that combines the exigency within Brian Street’s definition with the 
components and goals of Sylvia Scribner and Michael Cole’s.  
Brian Street (1993) advocates that literacy and literacy practices are much deeper 
than an autonomous model, which does not consider the environment, the society, or the 
context in which the literacy occurs. Street (1993) views literacy practices as indivisible 
from the power and authority that control society; this premise understandably informs an 
ideological model of literacy. According to Street, literacy practices exist as activities that 
can either support or confront the current system, its attitudes, policies, and power within 
the public sphere.  
In defining literacy practices, Scribner and Cole (1981) state, “A practice, then 
consists of three components: technology, knowledge, and skills” (p. 236), and is a “goal-
directed sequence of activities” (p. 236). Scribner and Cole (1981) use these definitions 
of literacy practices within their study of the Vai people to explore their literacy within 
their letter writing and personal diaries. By using these components to understand the 
literacy practices at work within the #MyNYPD tweets, my analysis shows that 
participants’ tweets accomplish more than the single purpose of obstructing the state from 
carrying out business as usual. 
Together, Street’s and Scribner and Cole’s theories of literacy inform the 
definition of literacy practice that serves as the unit of analysis for this chapter’s study. 
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Specifically, the tweets within this study contain a specific targeted goal in mind, along 
with a list of activities directed towards achieving this goal. The process of tweeting 
involves technology since one must use a computer or smart phone in order to engage 
and use Twitter, as well as Internet service to post, respond, or retweet. Participants must 
also have the use of language (in this case study multiple languages are used within the 
protest, but the tweets analyzed are all in English). Further, knowledge of appropriate 
forms and conventions for using Twitter and tweeting is required since Twitter has many 
conventions different from other social media formats; some are a result of the 140 
character limit of Twitter, such as the use of abbreviations and symbols to maximize 
characters (e.g.; u for you, & for and). Twitter etiquette, for example, requires retweets to 
give credit to the original tweet and asks users to refrain from using all capitals viewed as 
a form of shouting. In addition, understanding the use and purpose of a hashtag and its 
role within a tweet is crucial to tweeting an effective tweet. In order to implement this 
knowledge, the user must have particular skills including typing, deciding what 
information is relevant to retweet or tweet, adding images or links to the tweet. While a 
person can still tweet without having this cultural knowledge or skills, it does offer the 
person credibility, and add to the potential impact of the tweet through implementation of 
these literacy practices. As Street reminds us, power is inherently inflected throughout the 
activity of literacy practices as these practices either support or confront the current 
power structure. In this case study, a multitude of tweets directly confront the state and 
the police in an attempt to mitigate their power and change their attitudes and policies. 
More recent studies of literacies include the seminal work of David Barton and 
Mary Hamilton. Barton and Hamilton (1998) note, “Like all human activity, literacy is 
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essentially social, and it is located in the interaction between people” (p.3).  The socio-
cultural theory that literacy is a social practice and not a skill means there is more than 
rote memorization required to achieve literacy. The tweets created by the protesters 
against police abuse of power, as part of a literacy practice,  are social and encourage an 
interaction between people. In Chapter 4 I discuss in detail the connections and 
interactions within the networks created by tweets. 
The digital age has brought different issues to consider under the umbrella of 
literacies. Barton and Lee (2013) provide an update where they discuss language used 
online as text-based computer- mediated communication introduced different linguistic 
features including: 
 acronyms and initialisms 
 word reductions 
 letter/number homophones 
 stylized spelling 
 emoticons 
 unconventional/stylized punctuation (2013, p.5) 
These linguistic features are all found within tweets and, as I previously mentioned, the 
character limitations of Twitter encourage several of these features. Twitter users often 
need to make rhetorical decisions on how to best use the characters available, but still get 
their message across.  
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Methods 
Data 
 The data selected for this study are tweets using the hashtag #MyNYPD from 
January 13, 2015 – July 13, 2015. To determine what  literacy practices to analyze, I 
organized the tweets by weeks. The weekly data was gathered from a Tuesday to Monday 
since data collection started on Tuesday, January 13, 2015. Whereas the data comprising 
the network analysis for chapter 4 was conducted using only one day’s worth of data, I 
determined that analyzing only a few days of tweets for their literacy practices would not 
allow for a true sampling of data and, therefore, a week of data was selected for this 
sampling. In order to understand the persistence of the protest, and its ability to continue 
(albeit with ebbs and flows), the three most active, three least active, and four median 
weeks were determined and then analyzed (see Table 1). While the most active days are 
clustered together, (6/5/2015, 1/15/2015, 4/9/2015, 1/18/2015, 1/17/2015), this is not true 
for the weekly data. There are active weeks in January and June, as well as slow weeks in 
January and June. The protest does ebb and flow, and yet continues after it ebbs. The 
week with the most tweets was January 13-19, 2015 with 4,222 and yet this was 
approximately nine months after the initial incident, illustrating that the interest and 
participation in the protest were still ongoing. 
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Table 1– Tweets per week from January 13, 2015 – July 13, 2015 
 
 
Coding for Literacy Practices 
 In determining how to analyze the literacy practices adopted in the tweets from 
#MyNYPD protest, I reviewed tweets from several days with Street informing my 
process. The literacy practices within the tweets needed to confront or provide 
information on the New York Police Department’s (or other police agencies) attitudes, 
policies, and power over citizens. Not all tweets using #MyNYPD would fulfill this 
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requirement and some of those tweets included other failed public relations campaigns. 
(See Figure 16.) JessicaSideways compared the Autism Speaks public relations campaign 
failure to the #MyNYPD failure. While she may have a point, the use of #MyNYPD does 
not add to or impact the online protest in any manner. 
 
Figure 16 – Tweet from JessicaSideways on February 20, 2015 
 
Additionally, other tweets did not relate in any way to the police, a public relations 
campaign, a general protest, or even make any sense in general (See Figure 17.) 
 
Figure 17 – Tweet from WETBUTTDISEASE on January 16, 2015 
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I eliminated tweets of this nature from the study, due to their lack of connection with the 
protest. 
 Once the tweets were either eliminated or selected, I then further refined the 
tweets that also engaged effectively with Scriber and Cole’s components of technology, 
knowledge, and skills. Tweets were not required to meet these requirements with the 
binary yes/no as all tweets involve some use of technology, knowledge, and skills, but 
rather as exemplary models of those three components; then those tweets were further  
analyzed to determine the literacy practices involved in their content. Once the literacy 
practices were defined (see Table 2), the process of selecting and analyzing the specific 
tweets for the examples in this chapter began by using the three most active, three least 
active, and four median weeks of tweets (see Table 3). 
 The Literacy Practices table first names the practice exhibited by the tweet, and 
then describes the characteristics needed for a tweet to be an exemplar for said literacy 
practice. The table lists the practices in the order that I explicate them within the chapter. 
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Table 2 – Literacy Practices occurring in the #MyNYPD data 
 
Practice Definition 
Publicizing Tweet advertises an event/function/cause related to police 
abuse or brutality. Tweet can contain image or a link (to a 
related article, image, website, or video). 
Commenting Tweet uses text to offer an opinion (generally negative) 
regarding the police. Tweet can contain image or a link (to 
a related article, image, website, or video). 
Knowledge Building Tweet uses text to provide information regarding police 
activities or abuse. Tweet can contain image or a link (to a 
related article, image, website, or video). 
Connecting Tweet refers to another police department or law 
enforcement institution and its related abuses. Tweet can 
contain image or a link (to a related article, image, website, 
or video). Text can be in a foreign language. 
Curating Tweet refers to an event in order to sustain interest and 
momentum. Tweet can contain image or a link (to a related 
article, image, website, or video). Should garner a large 
amount of retweets. 
Joking Tweet uses humor or sarcasm in response to a related 
incident regarding police brutality or abuse of power. 
Tweet can contain image or a link (to a related article, 
image, website, or video). 
Circulating Tweet contains link (to a related article, image, website, or 
video) regarding police brutality without any major 
additional text, besides the #MyNYPD hashtag and a 
limited number of hashtags or text. 
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Weekly Data January 13, 2015-July 13, 2015 
 During the six months of data collection the week with the least amount of 
interactions was February 17-23, 2015 (see Table 3), with 116 interactions and included 
in those 116 interactions are 38 tweets. The week with the most interactions was January 
13, 2015 – January 19, 2015 with 4,222 interactions. The second week with the least 
amount of interactions was June 16-22, 2015 (see Table 3), with 147 interactions and 
included in those 147interactions are 29 tweets. While there are more interactions during 
this week than the week with the least amount of interactions, February 17-23, 2015 (116 
interactions), there are less tweets, indicating that the tweets from this week engaged in a 
higher rate of retweeting to account for the greater number of interactions combined with 
fewer tweets. The third week with the least amount of interactions was June 30-July 5, 
2015 (see Table 3), with 149 interactions and included in those 149 interactions are 68 
tweets. These numbers do not indicate a high rate of interaction with other members of 
the protest during this week. Tweets account for 46% of the interactions, leaving 54% of 
the interactions as retweets or mentions. Week one’s tweets account for 33% of the 
interactions (38 of 116), and week two’s tweets 20% of the interactions. 
The rest of the weeks and their interactions can be viewed below.  
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Table 3– Six months of interactions using #MyNYPD by week 
 
 
 
Literacy Practices 
 The following sections analyze the literacy practices appearing within these 
tweets. First, I name the practice, and I then explain the definition and what is required 
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for a tweet to be coded as that practice and I also describe the tweet and how it is an 
exemplar of said literacy practice. Finally, I contextualize this instance within the six-
month arc of my study by explicating how this instance of the practice served its 
definitive goals, in situ, that is, how this tweet confronts the police abuse of power and/or 
police brutality in order to inform protest members of the continued quest for justice in an 
effort to change police policies and attitudes. 
 
Publicizing 
 For a tweet to be coded as publicizing, its function needed to fit the parameters of 
my definition, “Tweet advertises an event/function/cause related to police abuse or 
brutality. Tweet can contain image or a link (to a related article, image, website, or 
video).” A distinct instance of this practice in action transpired on February 17, 2015 
when NoMoreTragedy_O (see Figure 18) tweeted to publicize a memorial for Ryo 
Oyamada, who was killed by a NYPD police officer. This tweet serves to publicize an 
event related to police brutality to remind protesters to not forget one of many deaths at 
the hands of law enforcement. 
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Figure 18 – Tweet from NoMoreTragedy_O on February 17, 2015 
 
Examining the tweet shows the literacy practices needed to contribute to the 
protest. Hashtags are used to enable tweets to be organized around topics allowing users 
and non-users of Twitter to find and/or follow tweets regarding a particular topic (Bruns 
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&Burgess, 2011). The tweet contains four hashtags: #RyoOyamada (name of the victim), 
#NYPD (the perpetrator), #MyNYPD (protest), and #JusticeforRyo (the goal). The use of 
hashtags for the important parts of the tweet allows anyone who is following the Ryo’s 
case or the MyNYPD protest to keep abreast of current happenings. The organizers of the 
memorial service use the #MyNYPD hashtag to tie in Oyamada’s death to the current and 
continuing protest. Oyamada was struck and killed on February 21, 2013 over a year 
before the NYPD sent the tweet on April 22, 2014 that started the Twitter protest.  
 While NoMoreTragedy_O appears to understand and implement hashtags well, 
some deficiencies present themselves while applying the necessary skills to create the 
tweet. Though attaching a photo shows a completed skill, the image contains a 
misspelling Sevrvice for Service, and the address format contains an error (See Figure 
19), as Google Maps cannot find the location. 
 
Figure 19 – Google Maps search for 10st. 40 ave. Long Island City, NY 
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However, since Oyamada was Japanese and NoMoreTragedy_O tweets in English and 
Japanese, this could result in English errors or use of incorrect standards. 
NoMoreTragedy_O does include a URL (to a English/Japanese blog on the incident), 
which indicates another level of technology, knowledge and skills that are required to 
maintain a website/blog. While there may be some overlap in these literacy practices with 
Twitter, different skills are needed as well. While NoMoreTragedy_O does list a URL in 
the image, they do not put the URL in the tweet. There were enough characters to include 
the URL and having the URL in the tweet would allow people to directly access the 
website rather than manually typing in the URL. This could be a result of thinking the 
URL is already available so it did not need to be duplicated, not understanding the 
difference in a URL in a tweet versus in an image, or not understanding the audience. 
Twitter users are already using technology and having the opportunity to click on a link 
to receive information eliminates a step in the process. Usability is important, and the less 
steps (or less clicks), the better, therefore, the knowledge and skill needed to implement 
proper usability and understanding how that affects users is important in encouraging 
individuals to read or participate in this memorial. It could be argued this tweet is part of 
the literacy practice of Curating as well, but the tweet only garnered three retweets, which 
are not enough interactions to fulfill the Curating practice. While it might not be the most 
effective example of Curating,  NoMoreTragedy_O stages a memorial every year for Ryo 
Oyamada. The literacy practice of publicizing is shown as NoMoreTragedy_O tweets for 
an event memorializing the death of Ryo Oyamada by an NYPD police officer’s car to 
not only spread the details about the memorial service, but to publicize and share the 
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details with a wider audience through the use of #MyNYPD, and joining in the online 
protest. 
 
Commenting 
 For a tweet to be coded as Commenting, its function needed to reflect what is 
distinctive about this practice, “Tweet uses text to offer an opinion (generally negative) 
regarding the police. Tweet can contain image or a link (to a related article, image, 
website, or video). An explicit example of this practice in use occurred on June 18, 2015 
when  
richardjmarini tweets (see Figure 20), offering an opinion, in this instance negative, 
regarding a current event involving a NYPD police officer. richardjmarini invokes the 
literacy practice of Commenting to draw attention to the continued injustice regarding a 
past incident involving the death of a NYC citizen at the hands of the NYPD. 
 
 
Figure 20 – Tweet from richardjmarini on June 18, 2015 
This tweet references the officer, Daniel Pantaleo, who was filmed while using a 
chokehold on Eric Garner in an incident occurring on July 14, 2014, and who now has 24 
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hour protection provided by the NYPD. richardjmarini uses hashtags sparingly, only 
using the MyNYPD hashtag. As a frequent contributor to the protest, he is familiar with 
the hashtag and wants to connect the incident, leveraging the hashtag and not using 
hashtags for irrelevant words. For example, richardjmarini could have tweeted “#Mynypd 
#murders man, #terrorizes those who #video it, now #protecting the #murder. Sounds like 
a #fanatic #regime to me.” Those additional hashtags consist of broad words and terms 
that do not specifically connect to the #MyNYPD protest, and therefore are irrelevant to 
the protest. Tweets exist that have almost every word hashtagged, which then indicates 
the user does not have an understanding of the hashtag’s use and function. As an active 
participant in the protest, richardjmarini tweets directly to his audience composed of 
individuals familiar with the police incidents in New York City. It cannot be determined 
if he expects people to pick-up from the text only that the tweet references Eric Garner 
and Daniel Pantaleo, or one of the other multitude of incidents that have occurred in the 
city. Either way, those with an affinity against the abuse committed by police officers 
will understand the underlying meaning behind the tweet. The death of Eric Garner 
played a prominent role in the protest against the NYPD. #EricGarner has been, and 
continues to be one of the top ten hashtags associated with #MyNYPD 
(http://hashtagify.me/hashtag/mynypd). By adding a URL to his tweet, richardjmarini 
shows his skills, especially since he uses the mobile version (the URL starts 
m.dailynews). However, this usage of a mobile website address could also indicate he 
was on a mobile device (phone, tablet) and the link was copied and pasted into the tweet 
as is, rather than a conscious choice to use a mobile URL. Whether it is part of his skills 
or technology, richardjmarini’s tweet reflects the three components of a literacy practice. 
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The decision to classify this tweet using the literacy practice of commenting rather than 
Knowledge Building (tweet uses text along with a link regarding police brutality) 
involves several factors. First, the amount of opinion interjected within the tweet through 
word choice (murders, terrorizing, and fanatic regime) tells the reader how richardjmarini 
feels about Pantaleo being provided 24-hour protection. Next, while he does share a link 
with information, he already expects that his audience possesses a basic knowledge of the 
protest and the activities of the NYPD. Without this knowledge, the tweet does not fully 
provide any Knowledge Building, and therefore shows the characteristics of the 
Commenting literacy practice. 
 
Knowledge Building 
 For a tweet to be coded as Knowledge Building, its function needed to fit the 
parameters of my definition, “Tweet uses text to provide information regarding police 
activities or abuse. Tweet can contain image or a link (to a related article, image, website, 
or video). A distinct instance of this practice in action transpired on June 30, 2015. (See 
Figure 21.) Shmuli uses text along with an image, as evidence to support his statement 
regarding a police activity, to alert others so they might avoid the area and an encounter 
with the NYPD. 
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Figure 21– Tweet from Shmuli on June 30, 2015 
 
Shmuli’s goal is to warn other bicyclists that the police have set up checkpoints in order 
to ticket bicyclists. Shmuli’s Twitter bio states that “I #bikenyc,” letting people know that 
he is an active participant in the bicycling community of New York City. In his tweet he 
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uses two hashtags, #MyNYPD, and #bikenyc, thus tying together two communities where 
members may have common interests. It is possible that some #MyNYPD protest interest 
only extends to police abuse that ends in physical harm; additionally, some members of 
the bicycle community may only be concerned about police actions that affect them, as in 
Figure 21. However, the mutual interest is there, and the use of the two hashtags allows 
either group to access the knowledge Shmuli shares. The use of #MyNYPD and bikenyc 
also illustrates his knowledge of his audience since he does not need to write any text 
explaining the situation, the use of #bikenyc is self-explanatory. The bicycle community 
has many members involved in fighting “bicycle traps,” including a Twitter account 
dedicated to “pictures of police vehicles parked in bike lanes,” with the user name 
CopsinBikeLanes. Shmuli misspells resources as recourses, it could be a typo, or it could 
perhaps be because his bio states he is from Holland. However, the sentiment is still 
understood, so it can be determined he does have a grasp of the English language. The 
addition of an image, apparently taken by him, also shows his ownership of such 
technology, as well as the skills to take a photo, and upload it to his tweet.  
 It appears that Shmuli’s warning is noticed (see Figure 22), although it cannot be 
determined many bicyclists avoided the area, but he did have 805 followers at the time of 
the tweet. crihsshirc does embed Shmuli’s tweet, showing he possesses some skills. 
While Twitter does have an embed function, a user has to know where to locate the 
function. In other parts of his tweet crihsshirc does exhibit some problems in the areas of 
knowledge and skills.  
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Figure 22 – Tweet from crihsshirc on June 30, 2015 
 
He views Shmuli’s tweet and decides to share the information, even though he is not a 
follower of Shmuli (checked via DoesFollow.com on 2/3/16). crihsshirc does not retweet 
or quote tweet the information, but creates his own tweet and embeds Shmuli’s tweet. In 
his tweet he eliminates the hashtag #bikenyc and adds the hashtag #retweet, thus 
removing the tweet from the bicycling community and exhibiting a lack of understanding 
of hashtags and retweeting through the addition of #retweet. Twitter has a function for 
retweeting and adding a hashtag to retweet is creating an ambiguous hashtag. Eliminating 
#bikenyc, as well as eliminating a community, eliminates meaning. Although the photo 
does show police officers and bicyclists, it is not clear, and could be a police trap for 
motorists and jaywalking pedestrians. POLICE TRAP in all capitals allows crihsshirc to 
shout these words, although in this case it is appropriate since it serves as a warning. One 
reason crihsshirc might not have wanted to retweet or quote tweet is the spelling of the 
location; however, this decision does not fully give credit to Shmuli. According to 
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Google Maps, there is not a Christie Street, but there is a Christie Avenue (Queens), 
whereas crihsshirc writes Chrystie St, which is a location in Manhattan. Shmuli actively 
participates in Knowledge Building, and crihsshirc attempts to participate, but does not 
adequately employ the three components (technology, knowledge, and skills) for 
crihsshirc to successfully participate in the practice.  
 
Connecting 
 For a tweet to be coded as Connecting, its function needs to reflect what is distinct 
regarding this practice, “The tweet refers to another police department or law 
enforcement institution and its related abuses. Text can be in a foreign language.” On 
April 9, 2015, VictorLicata1 tweeted an example of this practice (see Figure 23) with the 
goal of connecting the cause of an incident at the hands of another police force to the 
continued allowance of police misconduct and violence by their respective local 
governments. Walter Scott was stopped for a traffic violation by North Charleston police 
officer Michael Slager, and when Scott fled the scene he was shot in the back and killed. 
 
Figure 23 – Tweet from VictorLicata1 on April 9, 2015 
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VictorLicata1 connects the Scott incident in general to other police departments/law 
enforcement institutions, thus not condemning all local governments, but only those 
complicit in the “protecting of bad cops.”  VictorLicata1’s specific connecting does not 
occur until the end of his tweet with the use of multiple hashtags. By examining his use 
of hashtags, one can analyze his level of knowledge. The familiar #MyNYPD is present, 
along with the hashtag representing the Los Angeles Police Department. VictorLicata1 
endeavors to connect the problems and incidents with these police departments 
(NYPD/LAPD) and the lack of action (whether internal discipline or criminal charges 
filed) from the overseeing governments as a catalyst for abuse occurring in other cities. 
He reasons that if these police officers are not held accountable for their actions, then 
officers in other police departments won’t be held accountable. It appears to be similar to 
the Broken Windows theory of policing. If minor crimes are not addressed, crime 
continues to get worse (in frequency, and level of violence); if minor police infractions 
are not disciplined, officers get bolder and more incidents occur (in frequency, and level 
of violence). In connecting to these two hashtags, VictorLicata1 is broadening the scope 
of the protest, not only to South Carolina, but including other locations. However, instead 
of using #MyOPD for the Oakland Police department, he uses #Oakland and #OakMtg. 
Using #Oakland would connect to the people interested in the city of Oakland, California, 
on many different levels, in a very board sense. Anything related to the city could be 
tagged with #Oakland. The hashtag #OakMtg, while broad as well, lends itself to more 
specific than #Oakland, with user oakmtg defining the hashtag in its bio, “#oakmtg is a 
hashtag of Oakland residents that share info on civic mtgs. This acct is to facilitate 
#oakmtg twitter discussions/interviews and share information.”  While this may be a 
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civic issue, it is a curious choice to use a hashtag specifically applied to civic meetings, 
although there could be civic meeting in regards to issue concerning the police since 
Oakland has seen its fair share of problems between citizens and law enforcement. 
However, it could be argued that VictorLicata1 knows his audience well, and that 
MyNYPD and MyLAPD are national protests to him, and he connects to them as such, 
but Oakland is local to him, and thus he uses hashtags he knows his audience follows. 
(See Figure 24.) 
 
Figure 24 – Tweets from VictorLicata1 using the hashtag #oakmtg 
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From these tweets using the hashtag #oakmtg, it appears that VictorLicata1 attends these 
meetings and tweets about them. While at first glance it appears VictorLicata1 does not 
have a clear understanding of which hashtags to use, after analyzing his usage that proves 
to be wrong. He purposely chooses his hashtags, and in doing so exemplifies the literacy 
practice of Connecting. 
 
Curating 
The literacy practice of Curating includes particular parameters as do the other 
literacy practices, but also relies on fellow participants for Curating to be successful. For 
a tweet to be coded as such, the “tweet refers to an event in order to sustain interest and 
momentum. The tweet should garner a large amount of retweets.”  A tweet may fulfill the 
first part of the definition, but without the support provided by retweets, it does not fulfill 
the second requirement for Curating. 
KeeganNYC’s tweet fulfills these parameters of this practice in a tweet from January 17, 
2015. (See Figure 25.) 
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Figure 25 – Tweet from KeeganNYC on January 17, 2015 
KeeganNYC’s tweet refers to an event that occurred six months ago in an effort to 
remind protest members to remember and not forget Eric Garner, who was choked to 
death on July 17, 2014. The police officer, Daniel Pantaleo, accused of putting Eric 
Garner in a chokehold was not indicted by a grand jury and allowed to continue his 
employment with the NYPD. KeeganNYC’s use of hashtags is deliberate and concise; he 
understands the use of hashtags and how to connect them to a community. He uses 
hashtags for #EricGarner and #MyNYPD. People involved in the protest and people 
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following or wanting explicit information on the Eric Garner case are connected by 
KeeganNYC. He wants people in these two communities to “sustain interest and 
momentum.”  
KeeganNYC’s tweet also includes an image connected to the event, and the image 
supports his text. He tweets, “…Pantaleo killed #EricGarner, on camera…,” and the 
image he uses is of Pantaleo choking Eric Garner. This is not a hearsay incident, or one 
with contrasting versions of an event; this event was filmed, and even with visual 
evidence, action was not taken against Pantaleo. KeeganNYC is not only tweeting to 
remind others to remember Eric Garner, but to remind them that the protest continues, 
and that injustice, even with evidence to right the injustice, continues. 
 
Figure 26 – Tweet from sirajsol on January 15, 2015 
 
 In contrast, sirajsol’s tweet (see Figure 26), taken from the same week of data, 
shows an incoherent and random usage of hashtags, although the tweet carries a similar 
message. The inclusion of the hashtags #Saturday, #6months, #murdered, and #works, 
are general and not specific to the event. A tweet about a 6 month wedding anniversary 
could also carry the hashtags #Saturday, and #6months. #Pantaleo is also a hashtag in 
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sirajsol’s tweet, while KeeganNYC chooses to keep Pantaleo as text only, since adding a 
hashtag to Pantaleo’s name would elevate him to the same status as Eric Garner. In 
KeeganNYC’s tweet Eric Garner is the victim and receives the hashtag, while Pantaleo 
was the perpetrator and therefore does not receive a hashtag. However, sirajsol’s addition 
of #ICantBreathe is a notable one, as those were the words Eric Garner kept repeating as 
he was being choked. That hashtag does connect to the community and is relevant to the 
protest. 
As mentioned previously, there are two components to the literacy practice of 
Curating. KeeganNYC fulfills the first one with his use of technology, the knowledge of 
his audience, how to use hashtags, and choosing an appropriate image, along with the 
skills to add an image to this tweet. The second component involves interaction with the 
protest members. This response is measured through retweets. When KeeganNYC’s 
tweet is retweeted, that tweet is then available to all of the followers of the user who 
retweeted. On January 17, 2015, KeeganNYC’s tweet was retweeted 2, 733 times, and on 
January 18, 391 retweets of this tweet occurred. This large quantity of retweets allows for 
KeeganNYC’s tweet to be an exemplary instance of the Curating literacy practice. 
 
Joking 
For a tweet to be coded as enacting the literacy practice of Joking, “the tweet uses 
humor or sarcasm often with a link (to a related article, image, or video) in response to a 
related incident regarding police brutality or abuse of power.” mcurryfelidae07’s tweet 
(see Figure 27) fits these parameters in a response to nypdrecruit’s tweet on February 3, 
2015.  
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Figure 27 – Tweet from mcurryfelidae07 on February 3, 2015 
 
mcurryfelidae07tweet only uses one hashtag, #MyNYPD, which ties the tweet to the 
protest, showing his knowledge of how to use hashtags and how to connect with the 
protest. His text within the tweet, while humorous,  also engages with intertextuality. He 
tweets, “Now your carbon footprint can be as small as the legal consequences from your 
actions #mynypd.” The NYPD according to their tweet is purchasing and using Smart 
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cars in an effort to “Go Green.” Another considerable protest movement has been in 
response to climate change, including a protest in New York City on November 29, 2015 
that included Bill Nye, the Science Guy, a popular science educator. The reference to a 
small carbon footprint is a reference to this movement, a call for people and nations to 
reduce green house gas emissions. The smaller the carbon footprint, the better it is for the 
environment. mcurryfelidae07 compares the NYPD department’s efforts at going green, 
and thus leaving a smaller carbon footprint, with the lack of punishments or indictments 
against police officers for their abusive or criminal actions. mcurryfelidae07 includes the 
tweet he is commenting on, showing evidence of his abilities and skills. However, his 
tweet is not a retweet or a reply to nypdrecruit, indicating he does not care to engage in a 
conversation with nypdrecruit. This action shows he knows his audience; his audience is 
not the police department, but members of the protest, therefore there is no reason to 
retweet or reply to nypdrecruit. This tweet exemplifies sarcasm in its critique of the 
NYPD’s decision to actively participate in minimizing their carbon footprint, while not 
exerting any effort to reduce problematic actions by their officers. 
 
Circulating 
 The literacy practice of Circulating primarily focuses on the circulating of 
information as its goal. For a tweet to function as Circulating, “the tweet contains link (to 
a related article, image, or video) regarding police brutality or abuses without any 
additional text, besides the hashtag or an affirmative word or two.” In this practice, the 
information contained externally to the tweet is deemed important and valuable and needs 
to be spread to a wider audience. The user’s text or opinion does not play a large role in 
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this practice. suziq2opn enacts this practice multiple times during the week of  May 12-
18, 2015. (See Figures 28, 29,30,31.) 
 
Figure 28 –Tweet from suziq2opn on May 13, 2015 
In all four of suziq2opn’s tweets she does not use any text; she only uses hashtags as a 
means to convey information regarding the accompanying link. This explicit use of 
hashtags shows she has knowledge of how hashtags function and how to use them, both 
as a means to connect to particular communities, and situating the information embedded 
within the tweet. In all of these examples suziq2opn includes the protest hashtag 
#MyNYPD. This is important as it links her tweets to the protest; however, the value of 
this action is extrapolated because she brings in tweets and information that do not 
contain the hashtag #MyNYPD. The four tweets (Figures 28-30) all contain embedded 
tweets that do not contain #MyNYPD. suziq2opn actively connects tweets containing 
information on police abuses and brutality and adds the required hashtag to connect these 
tweets to the protest community. This embedding of tweets also showcases her skills with 
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this Twitter feature. Additionally, one of the user’s tweets she embeds is KeeganNYC 
(see Figure 29) who plays an active role in the protest by Curating (see Figure 25) who 
does not use the #MyNYPD hashtag this time. 
 
Figure 29 – Tweet from suziq2opn on May 14, 2015 
  
 In several of her tweets suziq2opn uses multiple hashtags that provide information 
about the information she is sharing, in addition to #MyNYPD. In Figure 28 she uses 
#MyNYPD, #NYC, #NYPD, and #ShotByCop. The first three all relate to New York 
City, and two of them relate to the police department, all very location specific hashtags. 
However, #MyNYPD and #NYPD relate to a specific entity while #NYC can include any 
topic related to the city. Alternatively, #ShotByCop would connect to any incident where 
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a person was shot by a cop, linking people with a common interest in a specific type of 
police violence, although the location does not have any restrictions. This use of general 
and specific hashtags shows knowledge of her audiences. suziq2opn’s  hashtags connect 
with members of the protest community, members interested in shootings by police 
officers, and people interested in happenings within NYC. In another tweet (see Figure 
30), suziq2opn only uses the #MyNYPD hashtag, but this usage provides the basic 
connection and joins the story about problems and abuse at Rikers jail.  
 
 
Figure 30 – Tweet from suziq2opn on May 15, 2015 
 
While readers of her tweets can garner her opinion without any additional text, her most 
expressive use of hashtags contains the hashtag #FTP. (See Figure 31.) FTP stands for 
“Fuck the Police.” While this is a common hashtag used in conjunction with #MyNYPD, 
as discussed in chapter two, suziq2opn does not use it in the other three tweets, however 
since it is a common hashtag, the tweet resonates with the audience following this 
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hashtag. During this entire week, suziq2opn tweets eight times, and seven of those eight 
tweets contain embedded tweets and consist only of the embedded tweet and hashtags. 
suziq2opn’s multiple tweets exemplify the literary practice of Circulating. She actively 
participates in the community, and for this week, plays a large role by bringing incidents 
of police abuses into the community through Circulating. 
 
 
Figure 31 – Tweet from suziq2opn on May 17, 2015 
 
Conclusion 
 This six-month analysis helps us to understand and appreciate the work occurring 
within the #myNYPD protest where this controversy remains mobilized and sustained 
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through literacy practices working behind the scenes. The numerous literacy practices 
achieved by protest members exhibit the complex rhetorical work occurring as people 
contribute to the protest, and share their knowledge. Composing a tweet that is part of a 
literacy practice constitutes a success with the protest, and as this chapter shows, there 
were many successes. Additionally, these tweets also produce a textual and visual trail of 
the controversy in a way that eluded Saul Alinsky since only public memory serves as the 
evidence of Alinsky’s work within a protest.  
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CHAPTER 4 
NODES AND NETWORKS IN #MYNYPD 
 
In understanding how networks work, there are multiple aspects to consider; it is 
not only the nodes and the connections between nodes, but also the outcome generated by 
the actions of the nodes (Easley and Kleinberg, 2010, p. 4). Social network analysis 
enables us to understand the nodes and connections, and their results. In this chapter, I 
examine specific days of data from #MyNYPD using social network analysis to visualize 
the connections with the #MyNYPD protest community. First, I will explicate the terms 
within a social analysis and in particular the #MyNYPD protest, then I explain the 
methods and tools used to accomplish the social network analysis. Finally, I analyze the 
five days of data with the most interactions from the six months of data to show the 
benefits of social network analysis.  
Networks are symbolized through nodes and edges; Nodes are the entities within 
the network, and edges are the paths that connect the nodes (Borgatti, Everett, & Johnson, 
2013; Easley &  Kleinberg, 2010; Hansen, Shneiderman, & Smith, 2011; Smith et al., 
2009). In this case study, a node is a Twitter user and is labeled with her or his respective 
user name. The edges (the lines) that connect the nodes indicate an interaction among the 
nodes. An interaction may be a tweet, regardless of whether anyone retweets or replies, 
or it may be an engagement with another Twitter user through a retweet of a tweet, a 
mention of another user within a tweet, or a reply to a tweet. Interactions through nodes 
and edges visualize the connections between Twitter users, and specifically in this case 
study, members of the #MyNYPD protest. 
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Networks are either directed or undirected; in this analysis I use only directed 
networks. The constructed graphs created by the social network analysis software 
visualize interactions through directed networks that have an arrow at the end of the edge 
indicating which node is the source (created the interaction) and which is the target 
(received the interaction). Undirected networks only show the edges between the nodes 
and not how the nodes interact with each other (Borgatti, Everett, & Johnson, 2013; 
Easley &  Kleinberg, 2010; Hansen, Shneiderman, & Smith, 2011). To pursue the 
question driving this analysis, a directed network allowed me to discover how the nodes 
within my data set interact with each other. 
 
Node Basics: Connections, Additions, and Roles 
 In this section I will introduce the components of a simple network connection, 
then explore how network becomes more complex through the addition of nodes and 
interactions, and finally discuss the roles different people can play within a network.  
 
Simple Network Connection 
In Figure 32, Node A is the source as the arrow is pointing to Node B, indicating 
Node B is the target. Node A could have retweeted Node B, or mentioned Node B in a 
tweet. The actual tweet would need to be examined to determine the exact focus of the 
interaction.  
A few examples from my data set for this case study of the possible interaction between 
Node A and B are as follows. Below, I first restate the content from the node; next, in 
parentheses, I explain the activity spurred by the interaction. 
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1. RT @Node B #MyNYPD at it again (Node A is retweeting what Node B tweeted) 
2. @Node B #MyNYPD another incident! (Node A tweeted a message to Node B, 
or Node A replied to Node B). 
The simple network connection is the building block of the discursive activity that drove 
the #MyNYPD movement visualizing the basic interactions that can occur within this 
protest. 
 
Figure 32  - Simple network connection 
 
Adding Interaction to the Network 
 The complexity of networks develops from the interactions between nodes. The 
previous section discussed a simple network connection with only one interaction. 
However, the more nodes and more interactions indicate more involvement within the 
community. Building on a simple network connection, next I will discuss how additional 
interactions are visualized. 
Figure 33 is similar to Figure 32, where Node A is retweeting or mentioning Node B. 
However, in this example, Node B additionally has an edge that connects to itself. This 
indicates that Node B also has a tweet in this data sample. In Figure 32, Node B could 
have a tweet, but if Node B tweeted on January 1
st
, and Node A retweeted the tweet on 
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Jan 2
nd
, and the data for this network only contains interactions from January 2
nd
, there 
would be no edge indicating that Node B had tweeted.  
The size and color of the nodes indicate a person’s influence or participation 
within the network.  Node B is larger and a slight orange color indicting that Node B has 
more interactions than Node A. In this case, there are two interactions (a tweet, and a 
retweet, mention, or reply-to) from Node A. Node A is smaller and a red color indicating 
less interactions, in this case only one interaction, and that is with Node B. 
Additionally, the weight and color of the edge indicates the number of 
interactions between the two nodes. In the case of Figure 33, the weight and color of the 
edges are the same, indicating that they are equal, and in this case the edges represent one 
interaction from Node A, and one from Node B. 
 
 
Figure 33 – Simple network connection with more interaction 
 
Roles within the Network 
The roles that people play within the network vary too. As the previous analysis 
of literacy practices demonstrated, people can participate in the #MyNYPD protest in 
multiple ways. The network analysis featured in this chapter sheds further light on this 
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multiplicity. If a person tweets, that is an action to contribute to the protest, whether any 
other person responds or not. For instance, orphan nodes in the network represent tweets 
without any edges to other nodes, meaning that nobody retweeted or replied to the tweet. 
People who retweet are participating in the protest, without engaging in the act of 
creating their own tweet. Both roles (action and participation) play an important part in 
the furthering and continuation of the protest. 
 
 
Data Collection Methods 
In order to analyze a sufficient amount of data, I collected data for a 6 month 
period (January 13, 2015 – July 12, 2015) using NodeXL to harvest any tweets 
containing the hashtag #MyNYPD.  
 
Defining a Tweet: Node XL 
When I refer to tweets gathered through this software, it could be a tweet, retweet, 
replies, or a mention using #MyNYPD. It is important to note the difference between a 
reply and a mention. A reply is a response to another user’s tweet and will include the 
recipient’s user name at the beginning of the reply. For example, Node A replies to Node 
B: @NodeB I agree #MyNYPD needs to stop! A mention contains a user name any place 
within the tweet. For example, Node A mentions Node B: #MyNYPD needs to stop! 
Right @NodeB. Therefore, all replies are mentions. 
I explain this collection of data in NodeXL in more depth below. Node XL 
collects data by creating a row of data for each interaction within a tweet. One tweet may 
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have multiple interactions, but each interaction is recorded in Node XL with a separate 
entry. For example the tweet by Node A – “@Node B @Node C RT @Node D Cops 
involved again!” would have three rows of data in Node XL, while only being one tweet. 
Node A mentions Node B (first interaction), mentions Node C (second interaction), then 
retweets Node D’s tweet (third interaction). Therefore Node A is directly mentioning 
Node B and Node C to alert them to Node D’s tweet. For an example of how this might 
look, see Table 4. 
Table 4 – Example of a tweet displayed in reference to interactions 
 
 
Node XL defines Twitter activity according to three categories: Tweet, Mentions, 
and Replies-To. The decision of what category each interaction falls into depends 
primarily on the usage of Twitter usernames. An interaction without any other usernames 
is labeled a tweet, while an interaction that contains usernames is designated a mentions, 
and an interaction that begins with a username is considered a replies-to. A mention can 
be a retweet or a message to another user. Additionally, a replies-to could just be a 
message to another Twitter user; there is not a designation for replies-to such as there is 
for retweet (RT), with RT preceding the user name. 
Examples of this are: 
1. Watch out! #MyNYPD on the prowl. (Tweet) 
2. RT @Node B #MyNYPD at it again (Mentions) 
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3. Be careful at the #MyNYPD protest today @NodeC (Mentions) 
4. @Node D #MyNYPD another incident! (Replies to) 
 
Since a retweet is labeled within NodeXL as a mentions, along with tweets that are 
mentions, data would need separation on an additional level to only include tweets with 
the preceding RT in order to separate retweets from mentions. 
 I then separated the data by day and charted the data, in order to determine how 
many tweets using the hashtag occurred on a daily basis. The use of a 24- hour time 
period allowed for an equal time period for data separation. A longer time period, such as 
a week, would provide more data for the network graphs, but create more crowded and 
unwieldy graphs making analysis more difficult. Figure 34 contains data for the entire 6 
months, establishing that while #MyNYPD had ebbs and flows within its use, the hashtag 
still continued to be used throughout the 6-month period. 
 
 
Figure 34 – Tweets from January 13, 2015 – July 12, 2015 
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  Next, I needed to determine the five days with the most tweets, so I sorted the 
days by the number of interactions from each day. Figure 35, below shows the five days 
containing the highest number of tweets. In this six-month data set, there are three days in 
the month of January, one day in April, and one day in June. I chose five days in order to 
visualize a diversity of days and data within the protest. This strategy offers insight into 
activities and roles within the community; of course, this decision also limits insight into 
other concerns beyond the parameters of this dissertation, concerns regarding, for 
instance, what connections are occurring in days with lesser interactions, and what 
connections are occurring outside of the six month data set. 
 
6/5/2015 319 
1/15/2015 333 
4/9/2015 347 
1/18/2015 425 
1/17/2015 3019 
 
Figure 35 – The five days with the highest number of tweets 
With these data identified, I was then prepared to pursue an analysis that would permit 
me to address the research question at hand: What are the relationships between/among 
players’ activity online? 
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Analytical Method: from Node XL to Gephi via Force Atlas 
After the top five days with the most tweets were determined, the data for each 
day were exported to create network graphs. To do so, I used Node XL, Gephi and Force 
Atlas. Below I briefly explain each tool, before describing my analytical process starting 
with the creation of network graphs. 
Tools. 
 Node XL: NodeXL is a Microsoft Excel template that allows for importing 
data from a multitude of social media or network applications, including Twitter. 
NodeXL also allows for data to be exported into different social network analysis 
software (e.g., GraphML, Pajeck). 
 Gephi: Gephi is open-source software that allows for network visualization and 
analysis of data. 
 Force Atlas: Force Atlas is an algorithm used to distribute nodes and edges 
spatially within a network graph created by Mathieu Jacoby. Without an algorithm the 
data is difficult to analyze since it is clustered together. 
Analytical Phases. 
First, the data for each day were exported into a GraphML format that could be 
imported into Gephi for analysis. Using Gephi, I then applied a graph algorithm called 
Force Atlas to create a visualization that could be easily read, thus allowing for an 
analysis of the particular day’s data including the who, what, where, when, and why of 
the use of #MyNypd. Force Atlas displays the nodes and edges based on their 
connections. I set the repulsion strength attribute to 10,000, which separates the different 
groups of interactions (“communities”) spatially in the graph and illustrates that the 
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greater the repulsion strength, the greater the distance between nodes that are different 
from each other. If the repulsion strength were less, the communities would be closer. I 
use the term communities to group together nodes that connect to edges in a grouping; 
however, the word is not used in the sense of a community gathering together in an 
affinity space, because this is not necessarily the case in each group of interactions. 
Rather, “community” here denotes users who have interactions with each other’s tweets.  
 
Analysis 
What follows is a series of five network analyses of interactions between users on 
five specific days. Each daily analysis addresses the question, what are the relationships 
between/among players’ activity online. It does so by first providing an overview of each 
day and then analyzing specific tweets that incurred the most interactions. Together these 
daily analyses dramatize the relationships between different players with their 
communities. 
 
June 5, 2015 Analysis 
 This analysis has five sections. First I provide a general overview of the day’s 
network graph. (See Figure 36.) Then I discuss the major player, GracieeGorgeous’s 
tweet and interactions within that day, followed by an analysis of GracieeGorgeous 
purpose. Lastly, I discuss the second most active participant, Copwatch’s tweet and 
interactions, followed by an analysis of Copwatch and suziq2opn’s purposes. I do this in 
order to show how users connect with each other’s tweets. Key findings demonstrate 
these techniques, methods, and purposes provide an exigency behind their respect tweets. 
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Figure 36- Social Network Analysis of #MyNYPD from June 5, 2015 
 
General Overview of June 5, 2015 
 A key finding from this analysis is that multiple people can participate in the 
protest on the same day with different goals. Figure 36 contains 130 nodes and 130 
edges, indicating (and is proven after closer inspection) that each node has an interaction 
with another node, and only that node. There are not nodes interacting with other nodes 
in their communities on this particular day. Also since we know that there are 319 
interactions in this data set, it appears that one or several people are responsible for 
multiple interactions on June 5, 2015.  In contrast to Figure 36, Figure 37 shows an 
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example of different nodes interacting with each other. There are a total of five nodes and 
seven edges. Both Node A and Node B have multiple interactions with multiple nodes, 
hence their larger sizes. Node A retweeted/mentioned three nodes, while Node B 
retweeted/mentioned four Nodes including Node A. 
.  
Figure 37 – Nodes interacting with multiple nodes  
 An initial inspection of Figure 36 shows there are two major players on this day, 
as well as a few smaller communities, and several orphans. The two main players are 
GracieeGorgeous with 96 interactions, and Copwatch with 23 interactions. Figure 38 
provides a closer look at GracieeGorgeous and her interactions. 
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GracieeGorgeous Tweets and Analysis 
 
Figure 38 – June 5, 2015 GracieeGorgeous Interactions  
 
In this example, GracieeGorgeous attempted to disseminate information through multiple 
tweets. Visually we can see that GracieeGorgeous is the main player in this community, 
as she circulated information regarding her personal experience with the police, and the 
Manhattan District Attorney. This tweet (see Figure 39) has four interactions as she 
mentioned @newyorkcity (New York City information), @Manhattanda (the Manhattan 
District Attorney Cyrus Vance), @SafeHorizon (Victims organization), and @TheJHF 
(Support for survivors of abuse and violence), along with a link to a Tumbler page with 
more details about what happened to her. 
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Figure 39 – GracieeGorgeous initial tweet on June 5, 2015 
 
The tweets that followed this one were very similar, with slight variations depending on 
usernames she was mentioning and the character length of said usernames. (See Figure 
40.) 
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Figure 40 – Another GracieeGorgeous tweet on June 5, 2015 
 
Her multiple tweets addressed people as diverse as politicians (Hillary Clinton and Bill 
de Blasio), support groups for victims (Safe Horizon and Joyful Heart Foundation), other 
affiliated New York City Police Department (NYPD Special Victims Unit, NYPD 
Special Ops). She also appeared to be contacting journalists, but the usernames she 
tweeted for Mariane Pearl (@mariannepearl) and Maureen Dowd (@maureendowd1) are 
not the journalists’ Twitter accounts. Mariane Pearl’s Twitter account is @MarianePearl 
(notice there is only one n) and Maureen Dowd is @NYTimesDowd. It appears that 
GracieeGorgeous entered Twitter user accounts using actual names, but in several cases, 
those were not who she appeared to be trying to contact. She guessed right on Clinton 
and de Blasio, but not on the two journalists. While her tweets varied in whom they were 
directed to, the message was the same; she included @newyorkcity and @manhattanda in 
these tweets, hence the rather large red arrows pointing towards @newyorkcity and 
@manhattanda. The arrows are larger to represent the number of times GracieeGorgeous 
mentioned those two users in her tweets. All the other edges consist of a lighter weight 
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and smaller arrows indicating one interaction, except for @voicelessnomore, who did 
retweet GracieeGorgeous’ tweet, hence the weighted edge. 
 
GracieeGorgeous’s Purpose 
 GracieeGorgeous’s tweets present a different type of activism within this protest, 
as she takes advantage of the affordances Twitter offers. GracieeGorgeous employs a 
shotgun approach, sending out multiple tweets to multiple people in an attempt to reach 
as many people as possible. Business Dictionary.com defines the shotgun approach as, 
“Marketing strategy whereby (in contrast to rifle approach) the aim is to cover as wide an 
area or population as possible.” Certainly, the more people she notifies, the better chance 
somebody will listen. Of course, it can be argued that she did not receive many retweets, 
and therefore was unsuccessful in her attempts; however, she mostly targeted high profile 
people, as well as the opposition. Chances of getting responses from Hillary Clinton or 
Bill de Blasio were small, harkens back to the definition of successful activism. 
GracieeGorgeous  participated in the protest, in this instance on a personal level 
regarding her encounters with the NYPD, her participation rate was high, and she 
encompassed the literacy practice of Curating, despite the lack of retweets. As discussed 
in Chapter 3, the literacy practice of Curating is: Tweet refers to an event in order to 
sustain interest and momentum. Tweet can contain image or a link (to a related article, 
image, website, or video). Should garner a large amount of retweets. Although her 
strategy from this vantage point may not have been as successful, she still contributed to 
the protest, and was a participant in online activism, therefore was an active participant in 
this affinity space. Additionally, while her credibility may have taken a hit due to her 
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“guessing” of Twitter usernames, it appears to be a common occurrence. Of course, more 
research would be needed, but a search for @MaureenDowd on Twitter shows that 
multiple people are committing the same mistake. (See Figure 41.) Additionally, at this 
time the account @MaureenDowd has been suspended, perhaps that is why 
GracieeGorgeous used @MaureenDowd1. 
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Figure 41 – Twitter Search for @MaureenDowd on December 4th, 2015 
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Copwatch’s Tweet and Analysis 
 As the second most active hashtag on June 5, 2015 with 23 interactions (1 tweet 
and 22 retweets), Copwatch used a different approach. (See Figure 42.) Copwatch only 
tweeted once, and the tweet was retweeted 22 times. There is not any use of other Twitter 
user names (see Figure 43), as Copwatch is not attempting to connect on an individual 
level, but on a more global level sending out one tweet, and hoping that followers will 
retweet and spread the message.  
 
Figure 42 - June 5, 2015 Copwatch’s Interactions 
 
Additionally, as with GracieeGorgeous, there are not any interactions between other 
nodes in the community. However, there is another active participant in this community, 
participating in a different way than GracieeGorgeous or Copwatch, and that is 
suziq2opn. suziq2opn has three interactions (much less than the other major players), but 
her interactions consist of three different activities. She retweets Copwatch indicated by 
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the brown edge (same color as Copwatch) and the arrow pointing at Copwatch 
(suziq2opn  is the source, and Copwatch the target), and she mentions blackvoices in a 
tweet (indicated by the red edge and arrow pointing at blackvoices), and tweets using the 
hashtag #MyNYPD (indicated by the red circular edge).  
 
Figure 43 – Copwatch’s tweet on June 5, 2015 
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Copwatch and suziq2opn’s Purpose 
 While GracieeGorgeous and Copwatch both are circulating information regarding 
the NYPD’s abuse of power, Copwatch concentrates on information regarding another 
person and their police encounters, while GracieeGorgeous concentrates on an issue 
pertaining to her. Perhaps that is why she tweeted so many times to so many people; she 
wanted others to know what had happened to her. Additionally, Copwatch is a Twitter 
account that promotes filming and taking photos of the police, so while not a corporation 
per se, Copwatch is not an individual person either.  
 suziq2opn may not have as many interactions as either of the two main players, 
but she is just as vital a participant as she tried to engage multiple nodes by retweeting 
and mentioning. She also expresses her own viewpoint through a tweet, so suziq2opn is 
not only a participant but a creator as well. Her two interactions with other nodes though 
are not individuals, but entities. 
GracieeGorgeous, Copwatch, and suziq2opn all participated in this protest using 
different methods and different purposes, showing that there is more than one way to 
tweet even though they are all participating in the same affinity space, thus showing the 
interactions and communities within this protest as multi-dimensional through their 
diversity and complexity. 
 
January 15, 2015 Analysis 
This analysis has four sections. First, I provide a general overview of the day’s 
network graph. Then, I discuss the major player KeeganNYC’s tweet and interactions 
within that day; next, I discuss two other major players, PopResistance and Combat_Jack, 
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whose tweets and interactions occur on that day. Lastly, I discuss another community 
consisting of multiple participants, norwind, sirajsol, and  GeronimoSalina1, and their 
tweets and interactions. Key findings demonstrate that not all interactions in this protest 
consist of a tweet and multiple retweets, other interactions and connections exist. 
 
Figure 44- Social Network Analysis of #MyNYPD from January 15, 2015 
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 At a quick glance, the differences between June 5, 2015 (Figure 36) and January 
15, 2015 (Figure 44) are visually apparent. While in both days there is a main active 
participant, their actions and participation are quite different. There are 333 tweets during 
this day, with 330 nodes and 328 edges. Having more nodes than edges indicates that a 
few interactions occurred with tweets that were not tweeted on this day, but earlier in 
time. Another contrast between June 5, 2015 and January 15, 2015 is the number of 
tweets versus the number of nodes. June 5, 2015 contained 319 tweets and 130 nodes, 
while January 15, 2015, consisted of 333 tweets and 330 nodes, indicating that 
participants had only one interaction and not multiple interactions. Additionally, the blue 
edges that dominant KeeganNYC in Figure 45 show that people interacted with his tweet, 
versus the red edges that show GracieeGorgeous as interacting with the other people 
(nodes). This difference in types of interactions plays a pivotal part in the analysis of 
KeeganNYC’s tweet. 
 
KeeganNYC’s Tweet and Analysis 
 A closer examination of KeeganNYC (Figure 45) displays his dominance as the 
main player on this day, January 15, 2015. KeeganNYC has edges to 278 nodes, which 
means he plays a part in 83.4% of the interactions. In this day’s data there are also a few 
orphans, but there are also people involved with multiple communities. 
OccupyUnmasked retweets both KeeganNYC and PopResistance, whereas on June 5, 
2015 there were not any participants in multiple communities. These communities are not 
large and do not contain many interactions; however, they do indicate that people are 
having multiple interactions with different tweets on this day. Four nodes were connected 
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to KeeganNYC, which maintained interactions with other nodes. Three of the four nodes 
(Fat_berry, Unite4Humanity, and OccupyUnmasked) retweet KeeganNYC and another 
tweet, while the remaining node (OccupyWallStNYC) retweets KeeganNYC, and is 
mentioned in two tweets from yousucksucksuck, for the other interaction. 
 
Figure 45 – January 15, 2015 KeeganNYC Interactions  
 
KeeganNYC’s tweet from this day focused on an incident involving police 
brutality that happened in the past. He tweeted, “We do this b/c Saturday will be 6 
months since Pantaleo killed #EricGarner & he still works for #myNYPD 
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#ICantBreathe.” He is referencing the officer Daniel Pantaleo who was responsible for 
the chokehold that caused Eric Garner’s death and intends to bring attention to the 
incident in at attempt to keep Garner’s death current in the minds of the protesters, 
reminding the community that six months later justice still has not been served and the 
police officer retains his job. KeeganNYC also used hashtags for Eric Garner’s name and 
the phrase associated with Garner that he utters while in the chokehold, “I can’t breathe.” 
 
Figure 46 – Keegan NYC’s tweet on January 15, 20151 
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 Keeping incidents such as this in the public eye is an important function/role that 
KeeganNYC provides within the protest since reminding people of the past abuses that 
have not been rectified keeps the protest and its goals alive. Based on the number of 
retweets and likes in Figure 46
2, KeeganNYC’s message reaches many people who share 
his affinity for exposing the abuse of police power. It would be easy to protest when the 
incident occurred, but the outrage that exists 6 months later shows support for the 
continued protest, thus showing the importance of keeping the issue in the public eye 
until appropriate action is taken. 
 
PopResistance and Combat_Jack’s Tweets and Analysis 
 While KeeganNYC was the main player, the next players with the most 
interactions were PopResistance and Combat_Jack, who both had 8 interactions (1 tweet 
and 7 retweets) as seen in Figure 47. 
 
Figure 47 – January 15, 2015 PopResistance and Combat_Jack’s Interactions  
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PopResistance has a common node in his network, that of OccupyUnmasked to 
KeeganNYC’s tweet, whereas Combat_Jack is in his own community without any 
connections to KeeganNYC. While both of their tweets tackle a different topic than 
KeeganNYC, both PopResistance and Combat_Jack comment on the New York Police 
slowdown. The slowdown basically comprised of the NYPD not writing any tickets or 
making any arrests, “…including gun possession and drunken driving — and all three 
categories of summons activity, parking violations, (down 93 percent to 1,191 from 
16,008); traffic infractions (down 92 percent, to 749 from 9,349); and low-level crimes 
(down 91 percent) (Goodman and Baker). As a direct consequence of the slowdown, city 
revenue suffered an estimated loss of 10.5 million dollars based on the average weekly 
amount received in 2014 (Goodman and Baker). Certainly, this taints the reputation of 
the police even further when they refuse to enforce the laws and prevent crime. Although 
many people probably were not upset about the lack of parking/traffic related tickets, not 
issuing tickets also meant the police were not enforcing the law in regards to more 
serious crimes. 
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Figure 48 – PopResistance’s tweet on January 15, 2015 
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Figure 49 – Combat_Jack’s tweet on January 15, 2015 
 
norwind, sirajsol, and  GeronimoSalina1’s Tweets and Analysis 
 In the January 15, 2015 analysis, one active community operated without any 
connection to Keegan NYC, but with the nodes and edges connected in a different way. 
Primarily the communities, whether large (KeeganNYC, GracieeGorgeous) or small 
(Copwatch, PopResistance, Combat_Jack), have consisted of a primary node in which 
edges connect to other with nodes radiating out similar to a solar system where a sun has 
many planets orbiting around it. In examining Figure 50 a much different structure 
emerges; while there are 10 nodes, they all connect to one of two nodes, norwind or 
sirajsol (with barbdahlia connected to both), creating a more linear representation of the 
community. WuDatWuz is also connected to two nodes (GeronimoSalina1 and sirajsol, 
but does not maintain a connection with norwind. Additionally, for the first time, there 
appears to be a conversation occurring between the nodes (rather than a one-way 
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communication path). This discursive action might not occur very often because many of 
the protesters’ goals are to share information with others about the protest, rather than 
deliberating on the protest. Since the protesters support the protest and the goal of ending 
police abuse of power, there is not a need for a lot of deliberation. 
 
Figure 50 – January 15, 2015 Side community interactions  
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The communication with sirajsol mentioned norwind, but in examining the two tweets 
from January 15, 2015, it appears that sirajsol was—at this time—retweeting norwind 
since the words and image in her tweet were the same; the difference is the addition of 
hashtags to words that norwind did not hashtag. Additionally, norwind’s tweet was the 
same as KeeganNYC’s tweet (see Figure 46) except norwind omitted “We do this b/c.” It 
could be assumed that norwind “had borrowed” KeeganNYC’s tweet since norwind 
followed KeeganNYC, although the following was not reciprocated. 
 
Figure 51 – January 15, 2015 sirajsol and norwind’s tweets 
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sirajsol’s tweet is classified as a reply (even if it was intended as retweet) due to the 
structure of the tweet – she starts it with @norwind. However, sirajsol’s tweet is 
retweeted by GeronimoSalina1 (see Figure 52), but using a new term that credits sirajsol 
for the tweet, but also indicates the retweet is not quoting the exact same words. boyd, 
Golder, and Lotan discuss how a retweet can be misconstrued or the meaning altered if 
the text of a retweet is changed (2010).  
 
Figure 52 – January 15, 2015 GeronimoSalina1’s tweet  
 
The use of MT stands for Modified tweet, and while GeronimoSalina1’s tweet is 
almost identical to sirajsol’s, a few minor changes exist: #6months changed to 6mths, and 
the removal of the & sign. However, GeronimoSalina1 is using proper Twitter etiquette 
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and gives appropriate credit to the original tweet, and also alerts others that the tweet is 
not the original text. In return, sirajsol does retweet GeronimoSalina1’s modified tweet, 
which can either boost sirajsol’s status and credibility by showing her followers that 
people are retweeting her message, or it can be referred to as an ego retweet, a self-
serving way to garner attention (boyd, Golder, and Lotan 2010). 
Even though this community of nodes and edges does not have any connection to 
KeeganNYC within this day’s data, the message is relating the same information and the 
image is identical. The text is changed slightly, and KeeganNYC may have influenced 
norwest’s tweet, but the goal is still the same, keeping Eric Garner in the public’s mind 
and reminding them that action has not been taken against the police officer accused of 
his murder. 
 
April 9, 2015 Analysis 
This analysis has three sections. First, I provide a general overview of the day’s 
network graph. Then, I discuss two major players within the same community, Gawker 
and desusnice, and their tweets and interactions within that day. Finally, I discuss two 
minor players within the same community, Combat_Jack and PzFeed, and their tweets 
and interactions. Key findings from this section show the degree of connection between 
two communities can be as small as one user, and that participants actively bring new 
information regarding police abuse and misbehavior into the protest from outside sources.  
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Figure 53- Social Network Analysis of #MyNYPD from April 9, 2015 
 
General Analysis of April 9, 2015 
 The day with the third highest number of tweets possesses similarities and 
differences to the days with the fourth and fifth highest number of tweets. There are 347 
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tweets and the resulting network consists of 213 nodes and 343 edges, meaning that 
multiple nodes created multiple edges, very different from January 15, 2015, with 330 
nodes and 328 edges. There are multiple players as in the other data sets, but the two 
major players, Gawker and desusnice, are entwined within the same community. There 
are also active minor players who are joined to the main community and others that are 
separated as in Figure 44.   The minor players, Combat_Jack and PzFeed, who are joined 
to the main community, are also embedded together within their minor community, 
resulting in two communities containing two main players embedded in a type of solar 
system network. Along with Combat Jack, there are other participants who have played 
major or minor roles participating in April 9, 2015’s tweets.  PopResistance is one of the 
minor players in a community, and PopResistance was a minor player on January 15, 
2015; additionally, KeeganNYC participated on April 9, 2015
 
, but in a separate 
community from either the major or minor players. His participation consisted of replies 
to or mentions to one of his tweets about the NYPD that did not include the #MyNYPD 
hashtag. 
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Figure 54- April 9, 2015 Gawker and desusnice’s Interactions 
 
Gawker and desusnice’s  Tweets and Analysis 
 Gawker has 127 interactions and desusnice has 126 interactions; together it means 
they account for 73.7 interactions with other nodes within the community. The roles of 
Gawker and desusnice are combined within a retweet, as desusnice retweeted Gawker’s 
tweet; therefore,  desusnice has one less interaction than Gawker. Gawker and desusnice 
are then connected to the minor community through a single node, EzeyRAWlings. In 
this case, when a node retweets desusnice’s retweet, an edge is created for both desusnice 
and Gawker, due to the mention of Gawker in the retweet. (See Figure 55.) It should be 
noted that Gawker is an entity, as the description of Gawker from Gawker’s home page 
is, “Today's gossip is tomorrow's news.” Applying this description to Gawker’s tweet, it 
would appear Gawker is participating, but not as a member of the protest, but instead 
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providing information about an event as news. However, since desusnice is a follower of 
Gawker, he is able to spread the information about a corrupt police officer to the protest 
members. Interestingly, Gawker does use the word allegedly in the tweet, perhaps 
because Gawker is a media entity, and not an individual. 
 
Figure 55- April 9, 2015 desusnice’s retweet 
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Combat_Jack and PzFeed’s Tweets and Analysis 
 As previously mentioned, EzeyRAWlings, is the node that connects the major 
community and the minor community. Major and minor communities are defined as 
major or minor communities through the number of interactions that occur on that 
particular day. Therefore, a set number of interactions does not define a major or minor 
community. EzeyRAWlings retweets desusnice and Combat_Jack creating the 
connection between the two communities. Combat_Jack and PZFeed’s community is a 
smaller representation of desusnice and Gawker’s community. (See Figure 56.) 
 
Figure 56 - April 9, 2015 Combat_Jack and PzFeed’s Interactions 
 
As Combat_Jack retweets PzFeed’s tweet, resulting in 14 interactions for Combat_Jack 
and 15 interactions for PzFeed, Combat_Jack also uses a Twitter convention not seen up 
until now where his tweet (see Figure 57) included the quote tweet instead of using RT 
preceding the tweet allowing him to include new text.  By adding #MyNYPD, 
Combat_Jack moved this information from general news into the venue of the protest. 
desusnice (see Figure 55) did a similar thing, but used RT instead of a quote tweet and 
added #MyNYPD before RT @Gawker.  
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Figure 57- April 9, 2015 Combat_Jack’s retweet 
 
 PzFeed’s Twitter account description reads, “Real-time updates on breaking news 
and critical event stories as they happen,” which is in contrast to Gawker’s “gossip 
purpose.”  PzFeed’s tweet’s topic is similar to Gawker’s, exposing a police officer who 
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pilfered money from a business during a bust, however, note the difference in word 
usage. PzFeed tweeted, “video shows NYPD detective stealing cash” while Gawker 
tweeted, “NYPD cops suspended after allegedly stealing $3,000.”  PzFeed implies that 
the police officer has already been tried and convicted, while Gawker uses the word 
allegedly, making the point that the police officer has not been convicted of anything, 
only accused. Videos can be faked, or taken out of context, so due diligence would serve 
a purpose in this situation especially since PzFeed’s Twitter account description leads one 
to believe he is reporting the news rather than giving a biased viewpoint.   While it is 
important to expose an abuse of police power, keeping perspective and keeping things 
ethical validates the protest, and prevents it from being dismissed. 
What is important in this network is the work that desusnice and Combat_Jack 
participate in through their tweets. Both tweets are retweets, but they realize the 
importance of the information in relation to their protest, and add the hashtag #MyNYPD 
thus broadening the scope and the followers that the information reaches. Through this 
discovery of outside information from sources outside the affinity space, desusnice and 
Combat_Jack actively engage with this affinity space through their affinity against police 
misconduct and abuse. 
 
January 18, 2015 Analysis 
This analysis has four sections. First, I provide a general overview of the day’s network 
graph. Then, I discuss the major player appearing again, KeeganNYC, and his tweet and 
interactions within that day; next, I discuss MonsterMarcia, who interacted with 
KeeganNYC, but also tweeted and interacted with others not connected to KeeganNYC. 
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Finally, I discuss another community created by brochetti_, a player whose tweet is 
identical to KeeganNYC, yet is a separate community. Key findings demonstrate that 
connections can be created between people who do not follow each other. 
 
 
Figure 58- Social Network Analysis of #MyNYPD from  January 18, 2015 
 
General Analysis of January 18, 2015 
 January 18, 2015 contains 425 tweets, the second highest number of tweets in the 
six months of data. While there are 425 tweets on this day, with 432 nodes and 424 
edges, once again the major player for this day, KeeganNYC (also the major player on 
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January 15, 2015), has 391 interactions, consisting of 92.2 % of the interactions. The next 
most active participant is brochetti_, with 10 interactions. There are also the usual 
orphans along with a few smaller communities as well as a group of nodes connected to 
KeeganNYC with additional connections. The format is very similar to June 5, 2015 and 
January 15, 2015, with a major player being retweeted by multiple people with the solar 
system format. 
 
Figure 59 – January 15, 2015 KeeganNYC’s Interactions 
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KeeganNYC’s  Tweet and Analysis 
 KeeganNYC once again tweeted, and the response was tremendous; he was 
retweeted 391 times. His tweet also stays on the same topic as his January 15, 2015 
tweet, Eric Garner. (See Figure 60.) KeeganNYC’s previous tweet forecast the 6-month 
anniversary of the event, and then on the actual anniversary, he tweeted again. Clearly, he 
is trying his best to keep this topic in the minds of the protesters. Certainly, his 
opportunities to remind others of incidents or events are made easier due to the 
affordances of Twitter. KeeganNYC’s ability to interact with others is not limited as in 
face-to-face interactions that require people to attend at a particular place and time. His 
limited use of hashtags keeps the main details searchable within Twitter, in contrast to the 
modified tweet in Figure 52 where #Saturday and #works hashtags were added. 
#Saturday and #works address a wide variety of topics, many not relevant to the death of 
Eric Garner. However,  #EricGarner and #MyNYPD directly referenced an event with the 
NYPD, as well as #MyNYPD, the hashtag of the protest. 
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Figure 60- January 18, 2015 KeeganNYC’s tweet 
 
MonsterMarcia  Tweet and Analysis 
 Connected to KeeganNYC is a small community fostered by MonsterMarcia. (See 
Figure 61.) MonsterMarcia’s quote tweet of KeeganNYC’s tweet is retweeted by three 
nodes. BrookLyn1825 and maddie1943 retweet MonsterMarcia, hence the red edges 
directed towards MonsterMarica, and since @KeeganNYC is included in 
MonsterMarcia’s quote tweet, blue edges from BrookLyn1825 and maddie1943 are 
created to connect with KeeganNYC. The last node that retweeted MonsterMarcia is 
1MilitaryWifey who retweeted KeeganNYC’s tweet as well. Therefore, 1MilitaryWifey’s 
node is mixed together with the rest of the nodes that retweeted only KeeganNYC. 
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Additionally, 1MilitaryWifey’s edge to KeeganNYC is a bit darker to signify the two 
interactions she has with KeeganNYC (one through retweeting KeeganNYC and 
retweeting MonsterMarcia). 1MilitaryWifey retweeted  Monster first, and does not follow  
KeeganNYC, thus illustrating the connections that can be made between people who do 
not follow each other. 
 
Figure 61 – January 18, 2015 MonsterMarcia’s Interactions 
 
MonsterMarcia’s quote tweet does not change much from KeeganNYC’s original 
tweet. (See Figure 62.) The changes include “Today marks” changed to “It’s been,”  the 
commas have been removed from “on camera,” and  “and he is” changed to “& he’s.” 
Many times in retweets or quote tweets words are shorted or abbreviations used due to 
the character constraints. However, in this example that is not the case, as a quote tweet 
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using KeeganNYC’s original tweet would still leave 15 characters. Since there are not 
character constraints and  
 
Figure 62- January 18, 2015 MonsterMarcia’s tweet 
 
MonsterMarcia does not add her own words to the quote tweet, one cannot determine her 
reason for not simply retweeting. 
 While this data allows for connections to be visualized and analyzed, depending 
on how the data (tweet) is structured, interactions can be missing from the data. For 
example, 1MilitaryWifey responds to MonsterMarcia and KeeganNYC (see Figure 63), 
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and MonsterMarcia retweets and likes both of 1MilitaryWifey’s responses, but because 
1MilitaryWifey does not include the hashtag #MyNYPD, these interactions between the 
two nodes are not registered. 
 
Figure 63- January 18, 2015 1MilitaryWifey responses  
 
brochetti_  Tweet and Analysis 
brochetti_’s community consists of 10 retweets and none of these nodes maintain 
a connection to any other node in the community (See Figure 64.)  brochetti_’s tweet (see 
Figure 65) sent 1 hour and 23 minutes after KeeganNYC’s tweet uses the same text and 
image so it is possible that brochetti_ “borrows” KeeganNYC’s tweet without attributing 
credit to KeeganNYC through use of a retweet.   
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Figure 64 – January 18, 2015 brochetti_’s Interactions 
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Figure 65 – January 18, 2015 brochetti_’s Tweet 
 
January 17, 2015 Analysis 
 This analysis has two sections. First, I provide a general overview of the day’s network 
graph. Then, I discuss JennaBPope’s tweet and its impact. Key findings demonstrate 
tweets sometimes are powerful enough that their interactions carry over to multiple days, 
and that tweets do not need much text to create an impact.  
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Figure 66- Social Network Analysis of #MyNYPD from  January 17, 2015 
 
General Analysis of January 17, 2015 
 January 17, 2015 contained the most tweets with 3019, far surpassing any other 
day during the six-month period with 3015 nodes and 3016 edges. The most active player 
is a familiar name, KeeganNYC, with 1273 interactions; additionally, two minor 
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communities consist of brochetti_ with 200 interactions and JennaBPope with minimal 
interactions. The tweets from KeeganNYC (see Figure 60) and brochetti_ (see Figure 65) 
were tweeted on January 17, 2015 and carried over to the next day, January 18, 2015, 
with people continuing to retweet their messages, illustrating the powerful impact of their 
tweets. Neither brochetti_ or JennaBPope retweet KeeganNYC, however, they are 
connected through nodes that retweet them and KeeganNYC. (See Figure 67.) brochetti_ 
has five people who connect him to KeeganNYC, and JennaBPope has one person. The 
two most active players on this day are also the two most active players on the day with 
the second most tweets. JennaBPope does have one retweet on January 18, 2015, but 
since the number of interactions was not large enough, her interactions were not analyzed 
on that day. However, JennaBPope was retweeted 23 times on January 17, 2015, still not 
enough interactions to include her in that day’s analysis, but a sizeable number. A small 
community does spring from JennaBPope as CultOfNatSec retweets her, and then two 
others retweet CultOfNatSec. (See top of Figure 67.) 
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Figure 67 – January 17, 2015 brochetti_’s and JennaBPope’s Interactions 
 
JennaBPope’s Tweet and Analysis 
 JennaBPope’s tweet consisted of one word along with the hashtag #MyNYPD, 
accompanied by an image. Her tweet is commentary on the recent actions of many 
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members of the NYPD. Police officers at two recent police officer funerals (killed by a 
man who was anti-police) turned their backs on New York City mayor Bill de Blasio. 
JennaBPope compared this action to the lack of concern from officers towards the recent 
victims of police brutality. 
 
Figure 68 – January 18, 2015 JennaBPope’s Tweet 
 
While KeeganNYC and brochetti_ draw attention to one incident (Eric Garner), 
JennaBPope is reminding members of the multiple incidents, and the continued 
indifference towards resolving or ending such abuses of power. The victim in this cartoon 
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is unarmed, bleeding from the many bullet wounds (signifying that one bullet was not 
enough) and while he is not in any condition to threaten the officer, the officer still stands 
over him with his gun drawn. Her limited use of text along with a powerful visual 
allowed JennaBPope to effectively communicate her message. 
 
Conclusion 
The diversity of relationships between players’ activity online is evident in the 
analysis of the five days with the most interactions during the time period of January 13, 
2015 – July 12, 2015. 
 The insights discovered through this analysis include: 
 Different techniques, methods, and purposes within tweets provide an exigency  
 Not all interactions in this protest consist of a tweet and multiple retweets, other 
interactions and connections exist 
 Connections can be created between people who do not follow each other 
 The degree of connection between two communities can be as small as one user 
 Participants actively bring new information regarding police abuse and 
misbehavior into the protest from outside sources 
 Tweets sometimes are powerful enough that their interactions carry over to 
multiple days, and that tweets do not need much text to create an impact 
 
These insights show that Twitter with its 140 character limitation does not impede 
interactions and connections within the relationships among different people. Quite the 
opposite is occurring, as there is not one definitive answer to: “What are the relationships 
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between/among players’ activity online?” Multiple answers consisting of diverse 
relationships created using different methods along with different purposes to connect 
members of this affinity space together in their protest against police abuse and 
misconduct. 
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Notes 
1 
NodeXL uses UTC, which stands for Coordinated Universal Time. Therefore the 
date/time on tweets will be different than the NodeXL data. For example, in this tweet is 
4:57pm on January 14, 2015, UTC for this tweet in NodeXL is12: 57am on January 15, 
2015. UTC does not have daylight savings time either. 
2 
There can be a variance in number of retweets and likes based upon when the tweet is 
viewed. For example, on January 15, 2015, KeeganNYC had 276 retweets, but on the 
date (January 5, 2015, 2016) the image of the tweet was retrieved, it shows369 retweets 
and 165 likes. However, NodeXL doesn’t harvest the number of likes (which used to be 
termed favorites). 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION: IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
This analysis of the #MyNYPD explicates how a protest can be more than an 
obstructionist effort demanding change. The participants in this protest are engaging in 
complex rhetorical work through building and sharing knowledge within their online 
networks in their efforts to stem police misconduct and abuse.  
While particular results were discovered and analyzed in each chapter relative to 
the data and methods used, I found that unexpected discoveries and trends emerged 
throughout the study beyond the scope of the chapters’ research questions. These 
discoveries do have implications for future studies extending the results of this 
dissertation. Below, I take up the following provocations that emerged from my analysis 
and explain their significance for further research—leaving to future scholars precise 
research questions and analytical method. At times, I draw on examples outside this 
study’s corpus to illuminate a case in point. The following provocations emerged from 
my study: 
1. Twitter as a safe space for online protests 
2. The role that humor can play in establishing an online protest 
3.  The distinct roles that different entities play within an online protest 
(e.g., celebrities, ordinary citizens, corporations) 
4. What digital literacies look like and do across time by particular 
people within an online protest 
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5. The amount of personal information that can be revealed in the service 
of such a protest 
6. Images used and the impact of those images 
In what remains of this chapter, I take up each of these provocations in turn, drawing on 
data from my analysis to dramatize implications for future research. 
 
1. Twitter as a Safe Space for Online Protests 
 When I began researching the #MyNYPD protest, I thought that Twitter, in this 
instance, would provide a safe way for people to protest against the police. Online 
participants did not have the same worries to contend with as one would in a physical 
protest with its possibilities for an altercation with the police. On Twitter, the possibility 
of a police baton swinging and hitting a protester in the head certainly was mitigated. 
However, my analysis indicates that although Twitter may be a safer venue than the street 
for staging a protest, the very affordances and openness of Twitter can also leave a 
protester open to threats, which could result in violence. While the virtual quality of an 
online protest is often cited as a reason for Twitter protests against despotic regimes 
failing, I still found it a surprise that open threats by the state (or its agents) would occur 
in the United States. I discovered that a person claiming to be a police officer openly 
threatened one of the main players, KeeganNYC, mentioned in Chapters 3 and 4 as an 
active participant within his network, and as participating in the literate practice of 
Circulating. 
 As an activist against police misconduct, KeeganNYC became the focus of 
taunting and harassing from rottencity8790. rottencity8790 self-identifies as a police 
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officer, even posting pictures supposedly from inside his police cruiser. In response to 
this behavior, KeeganNYC blocked rottencity8790 from accessing his tweets. However, 
this apparently angered rottencity8790 as he responded with said anger (see Figure 69) 
directed towards KeeganNYC. In examining rottencity8790’s Twitter account for tweets 
during this time period he harassed KeeganNYC, I found rottencity8790 had deleted all 
of his threatening tweets, except the one in response to KeeganNYC blocking him. 
 
Figure 69 – Tweet from rottencity8790 on June 3, 2015 
 
KeeganNYC has stopped using #MyNYPD and/or has deleted tweets using that 
hashtag. The last time he used #MyNYPD was on January 18, 2015, which was during 
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the six months of my study. While Keegan still reports on police brutality and other 
injustices, he rarely uses the #MyNYPD hashtag and/or has deleted tweets using that 
hashtag. He admits in his blog post “…but I could feel the chilling effect his [rottencity’s] 
threat was having on my First Amendment rights.” http://keegan.nyc/exposed-nypd-cop-
threatens-me-deletes-tweets-locks-account/ 
From January 18, 2015, to March 1, 2016, KeeganNYC only had one tweet using the 
#MyNYPD hashtag. (See Figure 70.)   
 
Figure 70 – KeeganNYC’s tweets using #MyNYPD from January 18, 2015 – March 1, 
2016 
 
However, KeeganNYC still prolifically tweets regarding abuses by the police. During a 
quick perusal of his tweets on March 2, 2015, I noted he tweeted multiple times regarding 
incidents with the police and/or police abuse of power. (See Figure 71.) The tweets did 
not always reference actions by the NYPD, but often other police departments. For 
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example, in Figure 71 he tweeted about a shooting incident in Roanoke County and 
shared news regarding the NYPD. 
 
Figure 71 – Two tweets from KeeganNYC on March 2, 2016 
 
Could the threat from rottencity8790 have worked? Did his threats cause KeeganNYC to 
stop using the hashtag #MyNYPD? KeeganNYC would need to be asked why he decided 
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to stop using the hashtag #MyNYPD to know for sure, but it does appear to be an issue 
that stays on his mind. For instance, KeeganNYC’s tweet on February 29, 2016—
reflecting on a past tweet (from July 14, 2014)—references a tweet addressed to him 
from the official account of the NYPD 25
th
 precinct. (See Figure 72.) The phrase “it’s the 
25
th
 Precinct that trolled me” in this tweet is evidence to me that potential threats remain 
something he thinks about at times.  
 
 
Figure 72 – Tweet from KeeganNYC on Feb 29, 2016 
 
Regardless of whether rottencity8790 was a legitimate member of the NYPD, 
NYPD25Pct is, and it is indeed chilling that a state agency would attempt to quell dissent 
and protests regarding police activity and behavior. 
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Another question to ask: does KeeganNYC’s influence as a Circulator lessen now 
without the use of #MyNYPD? The two tweets in Figure 71have only 39 and 14 retweets 
respectively. Of course, this is only one sample and a more thorough investigation of 
KeeganNYC’s tweets before, during, and after the use of #MyNYPD would need to be 
analyzed. If his tweets are not as prominent without the #MyNYPD hashtag, regardless of 
the reason why KeeganNYC stopped using the hashtag, then his opponents from the 
NYPD have achieved the results they wanted and can claim a victory. 
 
2. The Role Humor Plays in Establishing an Online Protest 
In Chapter 2, the use of satire served as a hallmark of the protest, often in 
combination with intertextuality. However, as I analyzed the six months of data featured 
in Chapters 3 and 4, it appeared that the use of humor in general, and satire more 
specifically, had diminished from its initial popularity as seen in Chapter 2. The use of 
satire to critique events, issues, or problems is not new, whether in classical contexts such 
as Juvenal, traditional contemporary contexts such as the TV show Saturday Night Live, 
or newer digital formats such as You Tube or Twitter. However, the questions are: how is 
humor (particularly satirical humor) used to establish and/or sustain a protest? 
Additionally, in the case of #MyNYPD, did humor create the spark that enabled the 
protest to expand? What role did satirical humor play in sustaining the protest with its 
call for justice? Why did the use of humor actually become less frequent over time—as 
my analysis indicates? If so, how might the seriousness of the protest account for the 
decline in the use of humor generally and satire specifically? In Chapter 2 I argue the 
protest against McDonald’s did not gain momentum as McDonald’s sells a product that 
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consumers choose to purchase, whereas people do not choose to be abused by the police 
and, thus, a protest against police abuse could be ignited and sustained. It would be 
interesting to study the impact of these tweets and their use of humor in different 
situations. Studies of reception, for instance, could test whether humor might help spike 
constituencies’ interest in a controversial event, but then the controversy that follows 
must have inherent substance to sustain constituents’ interest in social media activity. 
The answer to these questions may involve analyzing different movements and 
protests and their respective uses of humor, including serious as well as lighter topics. For 
example, two recent incidents contributed many humorous Twitter posts and memes. 
Jameis Winston, current Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback and former quarterback for 
Florida State University, entered the satire spectrum in April 2014 when he shoplifted 
crab legs from a local Publix grocery store. Winston was a high profile athlete as a 
winner of the Heisman Trophy and a National Championship. This incident resulted in 
multiple tweets mocking Winston for his actions. (See Figure 73).  
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Figure 73 – Tweet from ShooterMcGavin_ on April 30, 2014 
 
ShooterMcGavin_ in his tweet shows Winston outside of a Publix grocery store with crab 
legs clutched in his right hand (in the manner of a football), as he stiff arms a Publix 
employee to escape. Incidentally, the pose Winston uses is the Heisman Trophy pose. 
Other than the nature of the incident, stealing crab legs versus police violence, the 
difference between the two campaigns involves the use of humor in the images that 
circulated. The images in the #MyNYPD protest, for the most part, were untouched 
images (except for the addition of text at times), while the Winston incident images relies 
heavily on Photoshop or other image altering software. While the tweet about the 
Winston theft incident is not as serious, and is not a protest, this example suggests that 
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the creation and use of humorous, possibly satirical memes could be studied with respect 
to creating and sustaining online protests. 
In regards to a more serious event, The Islamic State (ISIS) threat to capture 
Rome garnered equally humorous tweets. (See Figures 74 and 75.) 
 
Figure 74– Tweet from Giulivello on February 22, 2015 
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Figure 75 – Tweet from Alex_Londinium on February 22, 2015 
 
This threat from ISIS spawned the hash tag #We_Are_Coming_O_Rome as people 
turned to twitter to mock ISIS’s desire to overrun Rome. While one tweet contains an 
image, and the other text only, once again satirical humor is on display as people 
collectively gather to pronounce their lack of fear towards ISIS and their threats. In this 
instance, ISIS is not going to be dissuaded from their violence and desire to establish a 
caliphate, so an online protest in the manner of #MyNYPD would have little to no effect. 
However, once again, the use of humor can provide information and best practices for use 
in a resistance. In this study, I have been arguing that Alinsky’s move to equate protest 
with obstruction was overdrawn (cf. Chapter 3). However, he sure got one thing right:  
Alinsky reminds us, “Ridicule is man's most potent weapon” (128), and the corollary, his 
sixth rule, “A good tactic is one that your people enjoy” (128). Elements of both adages 
are evident in these tweets. However, both of these tactics in the preceding examples are 
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not within the realm of obstructionism, so perhaps Alinsky’s tactics can apply to other 
means of protest. 
 
3. The Distinct Roles that Different Entities Play Within an Online Protest  
While roles were discussed in relation to literate practices in Chapter 3, and 
network connections analyzed in Chapter 4, I found that the roles specific entities such as 
corporations or companies, celebrities, or everyday citizens play in relation to their 
literate practices and connections hold potential for further study. Chapter 4 briefly 
mentions tweets from Gawker and PzFeed reporting on stories regarding police 
misconduct, and how desusnice and Combat_Jack bring these tweets into the protest. 
However, since this is just one example, other tweets from different entities need to be 
studied to fully explore the relationship between the two different entities and the impact 
of their contributions to the protest and the potential to sustain the protest. Another entity 
to examine, which could be considered a type of hybrid, is that of a celebrity whose 
connections are through a corporation or media outlet. In this example (see Figure 76), a 
celebrity retweets another celebrity.  
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Figure 76 – Retweet from AminESPN on September 11, 2015 
AminESPN, who works for ESPN, has retweeted RyanRuggiero, who works for CNBC. 
The RyanRuggiero tweet contains a video of former tennis player, James Blake, being 
tackled and thrown to the ground by a NYPD officer. AminESPN retweets and adds the 
#MyNYPD thereby bringing the video into the protest. Since the James Blake incident 
was well-publicized, it is possible that participants of #MyNYPD knew about the 
incident, but an analysis of the day’s data would be needed to determine the main players 
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in sharing this knowledge. AminESPN is not a regular contributor to the #MyNYPD 
protest, as a search of his username and the #MyNYPD hashtag indicates this was the 
only time (as of March 5, 2016) he used the hashtag. Are the corporation/media entities 
and celebrities the creators of knowledge and the citizens the ones that share the 
knowledge? Or does this relationship only occur in high profile incidents such as when an 
officer attacks a celebrity? Further network analysis would be needed to determine the 
answers to these questions. 
 
4. What Digital Literacies Look Like and Do Across Time by Particular People 
Within an Online Protest 
In writing the dissertation chapters, I found that particular names would appear 
multiple times during different time spans. For example, suziq2opn appears in Chapter 3 
during the week of May 12-18, 2015, exemplifying  the literate practice of Circulating 
and in Chapter 4 in relation to a, network related to Copwatch’s tweet on June 5, 2015. 
How many other participants in the protest also contribute continuously by tweeting or 
retweeting? How important are these type of participants to sustaining public attention on 
police abuse and otherwise maintaining the protest? Initially, I would have thought 
KeeganNYC would have been a participant to follow throughout the protest, but as 
discussed earlier in this chapter KeeganNYC stopped using #MyNYPD. However, 
through additional data analysis, more suziq2opn tweets could be discovered and her 
participation analyzed. 
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5. The Amount of Personal Information That Can be Revealed in the service of 
such a protest 
Chapter 4 saw GracieeGorgeous providing personal information regarding her 
domestic abuse attack and the lack of action from the NYPD. Does revealing personal 
information assist protestors, even as victims, in their quest for justice? How is the ethos 
of the person affected, does his or her credibility increase or suffer? Certainly, others 
have shared personal information and images within this protest, but often times, not by 
the victim. Does it make a difference who is sharing the information? Does an outsider 
validate the information more than an individual account of an incident? How and why 
information is divulged through tweets and the audiences’ reactions can provide 
information on how an incident (and its reporting) can sustain a protest.  
 
6. Images used and the impact of those images 
What cannot be forgotten throughout this protest is that the images and incidents 
within this protest contain real depictions of violence. In Chapter 3, KeeganNYC posts an 
image of Eric Garner as Daniel Panteleo chokes him. We, as an audience, are privy to an 
image of the last minute (or minutes) of a man’s life. Perhaps it is easier to view these 
images collectively as a protest, rather than the pain, suffering, and loss endured not only 
by the individuals, but also their family and friends. In our culture of violence, the danger 
exists that these images might lose their impact, power, and influence to anger the public. 
How these images used and what are is the impact of these images? Do images of 
violence have more or less impact than humorous images?  
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Conclusion 
In sum, then, while a tweet may be viewed as simply 140 characters of text, this 
dissertation has explored the use of Twitter as a means of online protest, showing the 
potential power wielded within these 140 characters. Within the protest, protesters 
engaged in complex rhetorical work in a means to subvert a public relations campaign 
into an online protest against police brutality. Once the protest was established, protesters 
then engaged with literate practices to motivate, mobilize, and sustain the protest. Finally, 
as protesters tweeted, they created networked communities and formed connections 
through retweeting as a means to increase the audience and sustain the protest. Activism 
embodies more than obstructionism as seen in this dissertation, and successful online 
activism is not binary, especially when the complex work accomplished during a protest 
is analyzed and explicated, such as with #MyNYPD. 
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Warner’s 7 Features of a Public 
1. A public is self-organized 
2. A public is a relation among strangers 
3. The address of public speech is both personal and impersonal 
4. A public is constituted through mere attention 
5. A public is the social space created by the reflexive circulation of discourse 
6. Publics act historically according to the temporality of their circulation 
7. A public is poetic world making 
Gee and Hayes’ 15 Features of an Affinity Space 
1. A common endeavor for which at least many people in the space have a passion—
not race, class, gender, or disability—is primary 
2. Affinity spaces are not segregated by age. 
3. Newbies, masters, and everyone else share a common space. 
4. Everyone can, if they wish, produce and not just consume. 
5. Content is transformed by interaction. 
6. The development of both specialist and broad, general knowledge are encouraged, 
and specialist knowledge is pooled.  
7. Both individual and distributed knowledge are encouraged. 
8. The use of dispersed knowledge is facilitated. 
9. Tacit knowledge is used and honored; explicit knowledge is encouraged. 
10. There are many different forms and routes to participation. 
11. There are many different routes to status. 
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12. Leadership is porous and leaders are resources. 
13. Roles are reciprocal. 
14. A view of learning that is individually proactive, but does not exclude help, is 
encouraged. 
15. People get encouragement from an audience and feedback from peers, though 
everyone plays both roles at different times.  
